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1CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION, PROBLEM DEFINITION AND AIM OF THE STUDY
1.1 Introduct ion
"Once in a generat ion, perhaps, something happens that profound ly
changes the world and how we look at it. Bus iness is no different.
From time to time, someone develops a new way of operation that
spreads from industry to industry. Those who adopt and adapt,
prosper: those who do not, disappear. We Il-known examp les of such
processes include the adoption of the factory system in the 18th
century and the assemb ly line in the 20th century. Without quest ion,
Total Quality Management (TQM) is an innovation on this scale"
(Gilks, 1990:17-20}.
Since the time of the Industrial Revolution in the late eighteenth
century, countries within the Western world have regarded themselves
as being the experts in most fields of Industry and specific~lly mass
production. Although it was thought at first that increasing
mechanization would lessen industry's dependence on human labour,
this was often not the case with labour productivity being found to
be crucial to the overall product ivity of manufacturing concerns.
I ncreas ingly there was a search for answers on how to opt ima lly
utilize the Human Resource with the aim of achieving higher
productivity (Sperotto, 1991 :27-33).
Enderle (1992:13) writes that with more and more research being
undertaken and published about th is field, a new management sc ience
was established: Organizational behaviour and structuring, as well
as job design. Its lDain objective was to find out more about human
psychological needs and aspirations and how this information would be
put to use in the wordplay. This particular school of thought is
known as the "scientific JDanagement" or 'socio-technical" approach.
One of the IlOst famous early proponents of Scient ific management was
2Frederick Taylor t who was largely responsible for the development of
time and motion study and set the foundation for modern Industrial
Engineering. ~heser (1994:24) writes that: "Taylor's initial
objectives were to set work standards by quant ifying times and
mot ions of workers performi ng the tr routine tasks t thereby prov id i ng
a rational basis for compensation. Although Taylor's scientific
management approach ga ined worldwide attent ion and was broadly
adopted, it was perceived by many as being inhumane." The reason for
th is percept ion was that the Taylor concept essent ia11y advocated a
clear split in responsibilities: Management would be in charge of all
activities relating to planning, checking and actingi while the
workers were left wi th the empty shell of monotonous and rout i ne
labour to keep themselves occupied.
Initially it was only the United States that took notice: of the
Taylor concept and readily made use of it. Hutchins (1985:18) writes
that: "neither Britain nor Western Europe had any need for the Taylor
concept at the time it was developed because they had craft-based
labour forces and therefore saw 1ittle need to deskill work through
the introduction of automatic machinery. Neither was the value of
high output production of cheap goods realised." The Second World
War and America's effective use of Taylortsm in building a massive
armament mach ine by using Taylori sm, forced the rest of the world to
take note. The successes cant inued unabated after the war, when the
new product ion allowed the Americans to flood world markets with a
plenitude of cheap mass-produced products. Convinced of Taylorism's
great potential and forced to a change by sheer necessity, other
parts of the world rapidly started introducing the philosophy into
their companies. Whereas Western Europe was keenly introducing
Taylorislll, the Japanese - who had lost the war to America - were made
to understand that Taylor ism shou ld be lllade to work in Japan. Itwas
assumed that by doing so and introducing the Western or American
political and industrial systems into Japan, its orientation would
3henceforth be directed towards the West and the danger of future
aggression minimized. Wilkinson (1991:169) observes that mainly due
to strategic reasons, the United States of America was trying to
promote the strengthening of the Japanese economy as a bulwark
against Chinese and Soviet expans ion.
The Introduction of Taylorism into Japan was fraught with
difficult ies and reststance and it was not long before the
feasibility of whole endeavour was questioned. Goshi (1994:18)
affirms this by stating that the Japanese economy was in tatters, the
people were demoralised, their religious belief had been shattered,
confidence in the government was at its lowest ebb. Viole~ce, and
chaos In the workp lace were the automat Ic consequence of these
factors, and sabotage and Int imidat ion were rife. The failure of
Taylorlsm in Japan would prove to be the turning point of the
system's uninhibited worldwide success; the fundamental assumptions
were questioned and the disadvantages found to exceed the benefits.
Whereas the West believed its success was due to Taylorism, the
Japanese ident If ted the Taylori st tc concept with their failures, and
associated it notably with low motivation, low job interest,
absenteeism and so on. Of course, the West was also confronted with
these same problems, but at that time, with the economy in top gear,
the disadvantages were outweighed by the benefits. low job
satisfaction seemed to be unimportant if the dehumanising aspects of
the work method and its social problems were more than offset by high
wages and by the workers' access to consumer goods which wou ld
otherwise be out of their reach (Hutchins, 1985:20-21).
It was at this junction that the Japanese took the watershed decision
which would be instrumental in shaping the country's competitive
position: To move away frolll Taylorism and instead attempt at creating
an hybridized arrangelDlnt which would improve the way people are
managed and experience work. Viewing the shift in its proper
4perspectlve , Mars land (1983: 399) states tha t although Japanese
human-resources po llcles and pract Ices are cons istent with Japan's
societal values and culture. they were neither an inevitable nor a
natural outcome of them. Whi le these approaches were frequently
based on American Ideas, they were applied in a manner consistent
with tradit iona1 Japanese values regarding groups and hierarchy.
Alkhkafaji (1991 :5) writes furthermore, that Japanese management is
not only recognized for its ability to deliver the goods, but also
for its potential to adequately deal with worker behaviour and
needs. "Not only are its production operations recognised for their
efficiency, productivity, and quality but its human resources
features are lauded for their great concern for workers, their
participative and motivational aspects, and for their overall
humanitarianism." (Alkhkafaji, 1991 :5.)
1.2 Problem definition
The more execut ives and scholars try to understand the bas i s of
Japan's success, the clearer it becomes that the Japanese approach to
human resource management is fundamenta lly different to that of the
West. The crux of the Japanese system is a reject ion of Taylorism.
Judging by Japan's widespread successes over the last number of
years, the rejection of Taylorism and creation of a new Industrial
system was probably the correct dec is ion to take. The true cha llenge
however does not lie in the rea l1zat ion that the Japanese system
holds dist inct advantages over the antiquated system of Taylorism;
instead the harnessing of Japanese management tools to function
elsewhere ts a far more trialling endeavour (Hesse, 1992:11-13).
With the development of efficient production systems, some Japanese
companies have - in a number of Industr tes > been able to surpass the
world's best and set new standards in terms of qualtty and price.
5Faced with such formldab le compet It Ion on most economic fronts.
companies in the former economic powerhouses are not only intrigued
by their riva 1$' successes but a lso tempted - if not obliged - to
emulate the Japanese management philosophies. Although viewpoints
are divided regarding the West's need to learn from the East. there
is a persistent school of thought that believes the West has no
alternative if it is to remain competitive or regain its primacy
(Pascale & Athos, 1986:26-27).
This trend of learning from the East to be applied elsewhere has been
dubbed as "theory Z". One voca1 proponent of thi s trend to look
towards the East for answers is Ouchi (1982:3). who wrftes that: "
the key issue facing American bus iness In the next decade will not be
technology or investment, not regu lat ion or inflat ion. The key issue
was the way in which the West responded to one fact, namely that the
Japanese knew how to manage better than we do". Others such as Harsh
(1987:xl) acknowledge that a lthough the West could learn a great dea1
from the Japanese, it was by no means a one-way street and that there
were many things which could in turn be learnt from the West. The
necessity of learning from the East is however undiminished and it is
felt that the process of continuous learning was a dire necessity for
Western competitiveness to regain its once-held leadership position.
The problem could also be defined differently. In order for the West
to bridge the considerable lead that some Japanese industries have in
terms of quality and productivity; it may be necessary for Western
organization to swallow their pride and attempt an adoption of some
of the Japanese methods themse lves. Although there lllay be other -
more homegrown - IINlthods wh tch hold a lot of prolllise, these uy
eventually lead to the methods with different guises but still
contain the same principles as found in the Japanese system. This
6dissertat ion proposes that it makes good sense for Western compan ies
not to attempt reinventing the wheel, but instead to learn from the
experience and. successes of others • espec ta lly the Japanese. Th is
is no easy feat and the search for a better system may in fact lead
ourselves to challenge some "Western" truths and question some prior
interpretation of our managerial experience (Pascale & Athos,
1986:27) .
How does one go about transferring wisdom from one culture to
another? Numerous methodologies are possible. The one which
according to Hesse (1992:24-25) holds the greatest promise of
success, is to find and discard what is superfluous and cultura 11y
incompatible; and then only to transfer the essent talsehlch remain.
What makes the convers Ion process even more complicated is' the
existance of various schools of thought who each place emphas is on
varied components of the Japanese management ~ystem and/or gi ve
different names for essentially identical concepts. In addition, one
also frequently encounters severe oversimplification of the concepts
enta tled and a subsequent underest imat ion of the considerable
endeavours necessary to imp lement new ideas into res ist i ng
environments. Karsten (1992: 66) writes that another frequent ly
encountered problem with some of the Japanese production prineiples,
was that many people found it difficult to subordinate many of the
often cited methods and principles and had no idea on how to convert
them into pract ice.
The transfer of a cOlllplete system is a complex affair, and contains
numerous interrelated subsystems or specific Japanese production
techniques or tools. An example is ·Quality Circles·, which
represent a group interact ion forum in wh tch workers primarily
a ttelllpt to improve the product ion process and qua 11 ty.
Unfortunately, many unagement scholars concentrate on the specifics
of these individual tools ~uch as Quality Circles, and neglect to
7point out how they Interact and should work in unison. The result is
a shortage of literature dealing with the interrelationships of the
Japanese-based system in totality, and how the various subordinated
strategies wou ld be set up to spearhead overall organizatIona1
reformat 10n and improvement. What is to be ach leved Is by no means
an Ill-advised attempt at creating an all-encompassing blueprint for
directing and manipulating human- and organizational behaviour.
Instead, there is a deflnlte need for organizations to be supplied -
and make use - of better alternatives to some of the almost
fatalistic Blackbox methodologies often employed (Hartman 1992:xttt).
L ike their competitors in Europe and the United States, South
African companies are also coming under increas!ng pressure to take
drast tc measures to improve. Thomson (1993: 36) expresses concern at
the magnitude of the challenge which faces both manufacturing and
service organizations in South Africa: "It is a challenge of
i ntroduc ing fundamenta 1 changes ina short space of time. Our
research has shown that nearly a 11 organisations in the established
Western industrialised countries have had to change in order to be
ab le to compete on an interna tiona 1 leveL Most have done so
already ... South African companies have largely avoided this need to
change. Now, with the lifting of sanctions, and faced internally
with the need to give a stake of their organizations to the workers,
they are staring drastic changes in the face.·
Due to the urgency of the s i tua t ion and the ca11 for qu ick and
drastic improvements, the need for sound and cohesive introduction
strategies - adapted especia lly to the South African environment -
has never been greater. As yet, not enough research has been
undertaken into using existing international improvement strategies
and modifying them to find customized solutions to local problems; or
to establish a South African based management approach (Khoza f
1993:118).
81.3 Aim of the study
The objective of this dissertation is to try and lay down a practical
guide according to which an improvement progranme could be introduced
into any standard South Afr ican company and in the process
concentrate on the most pertinent issues at hand. The Intention is
to assist others In establishing a workable improvement strategy
which Is made up of certain fundamental basics, or at least supply
these Individuals with sufficient background Information to be aware
of the potential pitfalls as well as solutions.' Similar to
completing a Jigsaw puzzle, the reader is to be informed on how
apparent ly unrelated Issues could be joined to form an effect ive and
coherent unit - while still maintaining f lex tb t l i ty. The elements of
an proposed overall system need to be broken down into appropr iate ly
sized elements and their interact ion studied in terms of the most
s i9nIflcant "cause-and-effect" re lat tonshtps. Other more specIf tc
objectives include:
•
•
•
to try and find a set of un i versa lly app licab le improvement- or
qua 11 ty systems wh ich cou1d be made to fit most preva 11 ing
cultural environments and corporate cultures, by modification or
by the addit ion of certa in features:
to establish a number of constituent strategies or tools, and to
discuss their features and significance within the complete
Improvement process; and
to deal specifically with aspects relating to the IlIanagement of
change, in terms of corporate culture as we 11 as the nat lona11 ty
or cu1ture of peop le Into wh ich t t is to be t ntroduced.
91.4 Methodology
It is felt that an academic piece of work should always attempt to
strike a healthy balance between scientific validity and user
applicability as well as being potentially useful. In order to go
this route, this dissertation seeks to highlight those issues which
are felt to be most significant; and base any proposals made on a
sound academic foundation. This means that synthesis is to be
ach ieved between the theory behtnd the most important points, and the
accessibility of the dissertation to possible laymenj while not
ignoring the practical issues of the subject matter covered.
How is this to be achieved? The main method to be used is one of
combining a literature study with the researcher-is conceptualization
of the subject at hand. The var ious sources of informat ion such as
the books, magazine articles, research reports as well as other
relevant publications are studied, compared and viewpoints critically
eva luated and discussed. Va lid ity is primarily achieved by the
finding of sources which assert and substant iate the researcher's
point-of-view.
The intention is to inform and to put a case on whether, as we 11 as
how, major quality improvements could be managed in South Africa.
This obviously entails a certain degree of subjectivity on the
author's beha1f, in the way the d issertat ion is structured and the
topics discussed. It is hoped that the reader will acquire
sufficient pointers and ideas in the process, that he or she wi 11 be
able to Judge the feasibility of some of the points made and becomes
aware of the IDOSt important factors involved in managing quality.
The intention is thus not necessarily to concentrate on empiric
explanations for the events experienced and the "right- way to bring
about illlProvements. Ins tead awa reness is to be erea ted and the
debate broadened by speculattng on the poss tb1e eause-and-effect
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relationships found and other peculiarities identified. By mixing
theory with a bit of practice. the reader is to be given a
"beh ind-the-scenes' look at the intricacies of a change process and
some of the tangible issues that need to be considered. The
inclusion of a case-study type chapter is intended to put the theory
into perspect ive and illustrate to the reader how one poss ib le
introduction strategy could be carried out. Often it is possible to
lear" equally as much from attempts which were flawed and eVl!ntuillly
unsuccessfu 1, than from ones tha t proved to be effective (Soggot.
1994: 15).
1. 5 Study out line
The dissertat ion deals with some very important issues: relat ing to
Total Quality management, and the necessary considerations that have
to made if it is to be implemented into a South African business
environment.
Chapter two traces the early roots of Total Qua lity and looks at how
Japan has managed to adopt the ph l1osophy to su it its requirements.
There are numerous factors wi th i n the Japanese society and culture
which facilitate the workings of the Quality phl1osophy in Japan.
These are dea1t wi th in order to determine whether the Japanese
mentality is a prerequisite for the system to work effectively.
After dealing with specific Japanese management systems. numerous
opinions are voiced on the possibility of transferring elements of
the Japanese Qua li ty ph llosophy to the Wes t. The chapter is
concluded by dealing with aspects relating to the transfer of the
system, and the necessary requ irements for the endeavour to prove
successfu1.
11
Chapter three essent la11y looks at the fundamenta 1 concepts of Tota 1
Quality Management. As seemingly different schools exist on Total
Quality, the Intent ton is to find the fundamentals of the main three,
which should form the cornerstone of any proper system. Various
stn tegles re lat ing to Qua 1i ty improvements are described, and how
these could be applied. Finally, an appraisal of the Total Quality
Management (TQM) system Is done, high light Ing the major arguments for
and against the implementation of the system into organizations.
Chapter four examines the significance of corporate culture, and its
impact upon the successful fruition of Total Quality in
organizations. After looking at the phenomenon of corporate culture,
there is a de1iberat ion as to whether it is possible to exact the
necessary changes in culture. Various methods of culture change are
discussed and their applicability in different situations evaluated.
The effect of nationality and culture on the effective -application of
Total Quality management is studied in chapter five. Different
cultures vary in their suitability to certain aspects of the overall
qua1ity endeavour. The chapter further looks at various cultura 1
va lues and how these relate to peoples' attitude to work. Methods to
change peoples' attitudes are also investigated, as well as the
necess Ity for a set of work pract ices which are in line with the
prevailing African culture and its sense of work ethics. Various
ways are also looked at, in which the Total Qua lfty system could be
adapted to the African environment and its people.
Chapter six is intended to indicate how theory is convertable into
pract ice, by looking at one poss ib le implementat ion strategy for the
South African busIness environment. It proposes a time frame for
implementation and a number of strategies that are thought to hold
promise in the local environment. Finally, a number of conclusions
are drawn and suggestions Nde about the application of Total Quality
Management (TQM) in South Africa.
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CHAPTER 2
JAPAN· ADAPTOR OF THE NEW QUALITY PHILOSOPHY
2.1 Introduction
Japan's economic successes since its defeat in the Second World War
are noteworthy and quite impress tve , As the country is virtua lly
without natura 1 resources, the post·45 economy has always been
focused upon the apprec iat ion of imported natura 1 resources wi th the
subsequent exporting of the completed product. As effective value
adding was of cardinal importance to the country and its people;
methods and ideas were sought on how these processes cou ld be
strengthened. McMillan (1985:199) writes that as a resource poor and
technologically dependent country, Japan has had the most to gain
from improvin9 its production processes, even by borrowing from the
West. It is this learning- and naturalization exercise of the
Japanese that would play an important role in the creation of a
strong and highly competitive economy. Whereas the emphasis was
initially placed on achieving a competitive advantage in the fields
of price and productivity aspects; once achieved the focus
subsequent ly fe 11 on the qua l t ty of the goods manufactured and
achievement of more flexibility or other market dictates (Adenauer,
1992:68·71). The driving force behind the phenomenal improvements
can be found in the "lctal Qua ltty" • or Kaizen - philosophy. This
idea 1 espouses to continua lly improve a11 aspects of the tota 1
process, which eventually trick les down to the product quality and
allows for previously unheard-of production stability (Dillan,
1991 :41).
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The economic triumphs of Japan have not gone unnoticed. Some
companies elsewhere are hoping that, by emulating or applying
Japanese techn iques or prlnc ip les they too wou ld become equa lly
competitive. As the original tenants and ideas have however
undergone a considerable amount of naturalization since introduction
into Japan, two major concerns have arisen.
*
*
Is the Tota1 Qua 11 ty (TQ) ph110sophy app 11 cab1e to other -
non-Japanese - environments?
In case of a transformation being possible: how would the system
have to be adapted to suit the particular requlreeents and
characteri st tcs of Its Intended host-nat lon1
More important is the superordinate issue at stake: namely the degree
to which it is possible for companies, cultures, organizations and
even nations to adapt under these circumstances and to manage
change. By import ing the bas tc tenents of the Total Qua 1i ty
philosophy from abroad - in particular the United States - the
Japanese have illustrated this ability to adapt in the short- to
long-term, and influence change 1n an effect ive and beneficia 1
manner. At the very least, this ability, namely to import in order
to improve, is something that other nat ions could learn from Japan.
A discuss Ion of some major Issues fo 110ws.
It shou ld be qu ite clear that an adopt Ion of the Tota1 Qua 1i ty
ph 110sophy into Western organ izat ions and countries may necessitate
both minor as we 11 as fundamenta 1 changes, with varying degrees of
difficulty. According to Monden et al. (l985:xv) even a cultural
env ironment can be changed In a longer period of time - as shown in
Japan during the past hundred years. Many concepts and systems,
however, could be applied llIIlediately without change. Companies in
14
other nations should carefully examine and selectively adopt Japanese
management systems - and a lso adopt or reform them for their own
environments and needs . as the Japanese have done with systems and
techniques from other countries. A non-Japanese equivalent has to be
found for the principle of "Japanese Spirit and Western technology",
such as "Western Individua 1ism and Eastern perseverance' (Sasak i ,
1981:8). The Japanese - and the success that they have achieved with
the mod ificat ion of other ideas - should serve as 1iving proof to
other nations that these could themselves take the best of the
Japanese way of managing and trans late it so that our manageria1
tradit ions are enlarged. Yet, how is th is achieved? How can one
select only those aspects wh tch hold promise and will not lead to an
ill-fated copying process? In order not to fa 11 int~ the trap of
trying to adopt a culturally exclusive characteristic, a serious
attempt needs to be made to understand fundamental aspects of
Japanese culture. Once understood and brought into context, a
possibility exists of discounting the effect that: these exclusively
might have upon the successful application of the Total Quality
Philosophy (Lee & Schwendiman, 1982:25).
2.2 Factors contributing to the effectiveness of Total Quality
Management in Japan
Disparate views exist as to the exact reasons for the Japanese
"miracle", Social scientists claim that it the system's emphasis on
good human relations which is why it is so effective, while the
engineering fraternity cla im that Is the ingenious Industria 1
Engineering techniques such as Just-In-Time that have helped in
giving the industry the competitive edge. Management scholars in
turn clai. that It Is the Japanese IIInagement style which has
contributed IROst significant ly to the country's econolllic strength.
The truth is probably that a variety of factors and determinants
coexisted to fOrlll a lIIyriad of interre1attonsh ips (Pascale & Athos,
1986:21). Focusing on the management sciences, Kono (l984:xii-xtti)
15
asserts that there are four corsnon characterist tcs of the management
pract ices of successful Japanese corporat ions:
long-term and growth orientation;
competition orientation;
organizationa1 centra lizat ion and group dec is ion-mak ingj and
respect for emp loyees.
The separat ion of ownership from management, management conmi ttees,
quasi-vertical integration, long-range planning systems, lifetime
employment, ambiguously defined jobs, promotions and wage increases
by length of service and merit, respect for workers - all these
characterist ics were formed after 1945, and are not inherent1y part
of the Japanese culture (Kono , 1984:xit).
Japanese personnel policies can be singled out as having been
i nstrumenta 1 in harness Ing such elements of Japanese cu 1ture as
loyalty to superiors, group orientation, self-pride, and hard work to
the advantage of business and ultimately that of the nation. Most
large Japanese corporations have personne1 po1tc ies quite dist inet
and different from the West: lifetime employment, extensive in-house
tra ining, sen iority-based wage and promotion systems, and company-
rather than industry-orientated unions. Definitions of most of these
Japanese pecfsonne1 policies are supplied in Table 2.1. Even though
some of these elements might be found in Western companies, their use
in Japan is culturally accepted, socially encouraged, and officially
sanctioned. (Sethi iLll., 1984:42-43). It needs to be emphasized
that most of the above-ment ioned features were deliberately and
rationally shaped after the Second World War. Although some of the
systems might have been pract hed by a number of Japanese cOlIIPanies
before the war, it would be a misconception to believe that they are
solely rooted in (the unique) Japanese culture (Kono, 1984:x 11 t)-
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TABLE 2.1 OVERVIEW OF SOME JAPANESE PERSONNEL POUCIES
Ute-ttme
·
Basically concept is an unwritten promise that a company willguarantee 1
employment employment until retirement
·
The Japanese approach of making InvestmentsIn human capital are conditioned
by the likelihood of a net economicreturn offsetting thecost oftraining, and the
risk thatthetraining redp4ent would seek work elsewhere and leave the company.
"The strategy Is that once havingtrained workers. mangement will want to keep
them Inanorganizational career structure.· ~PROS:
·
Individual Job mobility is low from company's perspective.
·
System allows for training to takeplace and Improve company performance.
·
Breedsloyally In employees. 3
CONS:
·
Labourcost becomes a ftxed coat and may create problems In hard economic times.
Rlngl
·
Type ofdecision making which builds onthe practice oftesting the climate of 4
declslon-maklng opinion. checking the broader Implications and avoiding posslble contllct,
Loss of face. hostility,or suspicionofdistrustare thediplomatic stumbling
blocksthat are often avoided, duetothe fact that Individuals are consulted.
"This proceaalnvolves an elaborate circulation of Ideas and tactical plans
Initiated at lower levels to reach a consensus. The Involvement of several
departments and organization levels, plusInterminablemeetings, fits well
with thediffuse authority patterns ofJapanese organizations.
PROS:
-
Allowsformanagers to cope with ambiguity and polltlcallnllghtlng.
·
Rlngl concept supports the development of generalist managers.
·
Loyallyand enthusiasm are bred and reinforced by shared search
for more Information and the optimal solutions to which" leads.
·
Practical manifestation of Rlngl concept Is quality control circles.
·
Allowsforthe hamessing of a diversity of views and to avoid bureaucratic
politicswhich could lead to closure.
CONS:
·
Slow and cumbersome process which requires long lead times to be effective.
5enlorty
·
This principle determines that salaries and promotions are largely determined by 5
Principle lengthofservice within a particularcompany. The workings ofthesystem dictate
that young employees accept a lesser Income In earlieryears aswell as
longerworldng hours; to be rewarded laterwith regularpromotions and pay rlses.
The system assumesthat longer service makes an employee morevaluabfe.
7PROS:
·
Reduces destructive IndMdual competition between employees and promotes a
more harmonious group relationship.
·
The role of the older emptoyee Is also to be seen 81 a consolidator of the
community. who must be able to maintain order In thegroup and look after the
well-balng of Its members; IntenTII of not only work butalso arranging
marrlages. settling family dilputelanet other pnwte atfalrl.
7CONS:
·
0tfIlctJ1ty In rewerdlng IndMduII creattvtty and excellenc•• n compensation Is
b8Ied onaenlortty and not performance.
·
O,motlvatlon and frustration of young anet competent amployees.
SourcOi'
1 Oesmond. (1992:58). 5 Satori. (1993:38).
2 McMillan. (1985:172·173). 8 Sethi ot al.• (19M:«).
3 Desmond. (1992:59). 7 Selhlet al. (19M:SO·S1).
4 McMillan (1985:160).
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2.3 Japan in perspect ive
Judging by the many articles and books that regularly appear about
Japan and its people, there seems a great dea1 of awe· and fear -
about the true might of th is sma 11 is land- state. Instead of
portraying an objective picture about the land's strengths and
weaknesses and removing the readers' prejudice and misconceptions,
many authors make use of sensationalized messages to fuel the
fallacies that abound. Surely this can not be in the interests of
prospective Tota1 Qua 1ity converts who are intent on producing the tr
own customized system. Only by having a rea 11st tc appreciat ion of
one's own strengths • and weaknesses - and those of the East, is one
able to lay a foundation for an effective Total Quality System. It
is very possib le that although the Japanese might have unique
policies such as Lifelong employment, that these are in fact not even
necessary for the overall TQ sys tem to work. Western equ iva lents do
not necessarily inhibit the system's success; and only by
"de-Japanis ing" the philosophy and finding the fundamental essent ta 1s
that are applicable almost anywhere, is objective implementation
possible. This process can only start once certain flawed ideas
about Japan and its particular characteristics are replaced by a more
balanced assessment of the part Icu lar nature of Japanese management
per se (Sours, 1982:28).
2.4 Japan - fa llac ies and facts
There are few countries in the world that are as mythologized to the
extent that Japan 15. The Japanese are themselves fuelling the idea
of their supposed superiority by claiming that "the US workers are
"too lazy" to compete and "cannot even read" (Magnet, 1992:54).
Others seem to zoom In on the actua 1 and potent ta 1 prob lus of the
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land and are quick at predicting that the sun could not rlse forever
(El1IIlot. 1990:262). To indicate some of the most frequently
encountered factual distortions. the following section contrasts
cOl1lllon assumpt ions made with veri f iab le counter-views:
Assumption 1: Japan's world leadersh ip in terms of oroduct fyiey:
In fact:
The Japanese are productivity champfons in the sectors of
electronics, optics. machine- and automobile manufacturingi which
accounts for on ly 40 percent of all fndustr ia1 product ten. The
remainfng sectors fall way behind Western efficiency values, with the
food fndustry for instance lagging a full 7S percent behind the
American standard (Burkhardt, 1993: 101).
In the sectors where the Japanese do lead however, the superiority
that they have over their rivals is quite considerable and definitely
undeniable. According to a widely publicized 1989 HIT study it takes
the Japanese 16,8 hours to manufacture one car, while the comparable
value for an American car is 25,1 and for an European vehicle 36,2
hours. The number of quality defects per car lies at 60 in Japan,
with the Europeans making 37 more mistakes at 97 blemishes per
automobile produced (Schlote, 1991:53). According to another report
the above-mentioned difference in productiVity is due to competitive
Japanese companies being able to maintain an average productivity
increase of 10 percent per annum. The quest for Cont inuous
Improvement is said to be instrumental fn achieving this considerable
feat (Anon, 1993b:l).
The most paradoxical· and unknown - aspect of productlvfty in Japan,
is the anomaly that exists between the situation in the offices and
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on the shop-floor. The country has the world's most efficient
manufacturing plants . and some of the most inefficient offices
anywhere. In the booming eight ies front-off Ice "flab" wasn't so
noticeable, but by 1990 white-collar workers accounted for 56 percent
of all manufacturing company employees; up from 47 percent in 1980.
More and more companies are rea l lz Inq that no amount of economizing
in the factories can make up for overstaffed offices (Schlender,
1994:32). Sakato (1993:5) warns of any premature conclusions in this
regard, as the role of staff in Japan Is different to the West.
Whereas staff members often serve as bureaucrat tc controllers in the
West, a significant fraction of Japanese staff employees are
responsible to assist workers on the shop·floor. Also office workers
in Japan spend considerably more time on the shop-floor than their
Western counterparts, which contributes to faster and more efficient
dec ts tcn-eak inq there. This means that staff should therefore not be
seen as unproductive deadwood, but rather a prerequisite for the
Japanese type of group decision- making to take place and be
effect ive.
Even though off ice workers may ass is t product ion in Japan, they still
remain indirect labour with re lat ively less impact on the
productivity indicators. This phenomenon can be Quite clearly
ident ified by looking at the appropriate product tvity indicator:
output per person employed. When measured in this fashion, Japan's
productivity only ranks seventh of 12 Industrialized nations. "The
US, which ranks fourth behind Belgium, France, and Canada, has a GOP
per employed person 26 percent higher than Japan's. One Japanese
consultant, who asks not to be named, calculated how many employees
wou ld have to be 1a td off for Japan to reach the US leve1 of
productivity. Answer: 20 million, or nearly a third of Japan's work
force" (Thornton, 1993:55). Although Japan is renowned to have a
very low unemp loyment rate of 2,3 percent at present, the government
has declared the autolllObtle and computer industries as being in
a"state of crisis" and will in future foot the salary bill of over
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3,7 million employees of 136000 companies who would otherwise have
become -marginal" (Satorl. 1993:38).
Assumption 2: Unlimited loyalty and sacrifices of the Japanese
In fact:
Although the Japanese are known for their loyalty toward their
family. place of work and ultimately country: a change In attitude is
definitely detectable and probably even inevitable. "The
hard-working people of Japan now think they deserve more for their
efforts than having the world's highest cost of liVing... For too
long we have been soldiers fight ing for the economy, but more and
more of us are beginning to think that life is not supposed to always
be a war." (Schlender. 1993:61-62.)
It is often assumed that Japanese workers are the world's most
satisfied employees. seeing they are faced with so much intellectua 1
stimulation and possibilities for job-enrichment within the
workplace. A recent study on this topic has brought to light that a
mere 4.5 percent of all workers in the automotive Industry would
advise their children to follow their parents' example and enter the
same industry. Over 43.3 percent responded wi th a definite "no",
while over S2 percent of all respondents were undecided (Burkhardt,
1993:104).
One possible cause for the preva t1ing dlssatisfact ion could well He
in the Japanese work Input-output ratio. According to Morita
(1992:53), the disparate ratios of input versus output becOlll8 qUite
clear If one correlates the hours worked in three countries with
1abour' s share of the GNP there.
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Table 2.2 labour's share of the GNP in three industrialized countries
Country
Japan
US
Germany
(Morita, 1992:5)
Hours Worked
2200
1950
1700
Share of GNP in percent
77
80
89
Morita, the founder of Sony and a very Influent ta1 figure in Japan,
goes on to ca 11 for a thorough review of the Japanese industry's
fundamental business practices. Instead of continuing with their
s inqle-atnded pursuit of economic success, companies are urged
instead to provide employees with "quality of life" and act in a more
socially responsible manner (Morita, 1992:5).
Kono (1984:16-17) affirms the ccnmon belief that as the living
standards of people rise, their value system changes. Although the
"orqanlzattcn-or tentat lcn" of Japanese people is rooted in their
traditional values, the recent change of lifestyle and relative
wea 1th is wi thout precedent. A survey showed the long-term decli ne
of "organization-orientation" and the value of the job. In addition,
young people are said to be more individualistic and
leisure-orientated. Khan (1991:22) writes that young men in their
twenties are especially critical of what they term as Japan's
"mindless groupism" • The bas Ic va lue of loya lty which fostered the
company·family concept seems to be the focus of their dhapprova l.
Surveys conducted show that the percentage of young people orientated
towards "home" as opposed to "company" is cont tnuous ly and stead lly
i ncreas tng.
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Assumotlon 3: Unquestioned acceptance of traditional personnel
policies
In fact:
In a recent study it was found that merely one fifth of the people
surveyed felt that age - the basis of seniority concept· was the
correct criterion for career advancement. Yet, despite widespread
resentment to the principle, it is still employed, and will probably
remain for some time to come (Anon, 1993c:2).
The concept of lifetime employment - the unwri tten promise that a
company will guarantee a job unt 11 ret irement - has a150 proven to be
under assault in tough economic times In Japan. It is quite likely
that the recess ion could acce 1erate the decay of the l1fet ime
employment system. Studies show that the young workers of today
expect to change jobs during their careers - and are already starting
to do so. It has become increas ing1y difficult for companies to
justify lifetime employment and the benefit of loyalty that it bred;
when the economy was no longer ach ieving a 5 percent growth rate as
it had done before. The object tves of prof i tab ility and prof i t
expansion - especially in periods of low economic growth - could
probably only be achieved if some old rules were broken (Desmond,
1992:58-59).
A more deta t led ana lys is of the 1i fet illle emp loyment system revea 15
that only between 35 and 40 percent of the tota 1 Japanese workforce
actually enjoy this privilege. Women are almost never granted this
benefit and invariably occupy the 10west·pa td jobs in the Industry.
The rest of the employee spectrum are lllade up of ma inly telllporary
workers, who - together wi th women - bear the aaajor brunt of an
otherwise volatile labour market. The segregation of elllP10yees into
lifetime employees and temporary workers lIleans differential treatment
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for doing essenttally similar work. Temporary workers are also
exposed to constderable flnanc ta 1 hardship because of a lack of Job
securtty and other job-related frtnge beneftts. Stnce untons tn
Japan do not protect their workers tn the sense that Western untons
do, temporary workers can be hired and ftred at the whtm of
management (Adenauer, 1992:87-88).
Another loopho 1e tn the pract tee of llfet tme emp loyment is the
ret trement age, whtch is adapted according to the dtctates of the
market and conmon ly falls between the ages of 55 and 58 years. As
ret trement beneftts offered by Japanese compan tes are qutte meagre,
ret Irees face consIderab le hardsh i p and are ob 1tged to take up work
as "temporaries" to supplement thefr tncome (Sethi et al.,
1984: 48·50).
Setht §.LJl. (1984:48-50) stress the hypocrisy of the system by
inferring that: "... employment practices in the West may come closer
to the ideal of "lifetime" employment than those of Japanese
companies. In the West, the word "retirement" carrtes a sense of
happiness and reward. In Japan, the word "ret trement" means a cut in
pay, almost no job and financial security, and substantial loss of
rank" .
2.4.1 Japan - ftctttious wonderland?
Although a select nurmer of Japanese compantes and industries are
world leaders in aspects such as qua lity and producthity; this by no
means suggests that the economy and society is not fraught with major
shortcollings and tncomprehens ib1e anoma ltes. How can you pr ide
yourself on hay ing a system based upon respect for employees and at
the same time effect tve ly exclude more than ha1f of all emp loyees
from these so-ca lled rtghts? Likewi se, most other true Japanese
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personnel policies have some considerable shortcomings and would
under no circumstances be tolerated in an non-Eastern environment -
in their origin~l form. Sethi et a1. (1984:49) conrnent slyly on the
disparate views he ld by emp loyees and emp loyers in Japan, by
remark ing that: "... good fish ing can be fun from the f lsherman' s
viewpoint. However, the fish will have an altogether different
perspect Ive" .
There Is no denying that Japan is witnessing a society that is
increasingly questioning aspects that previously were undebatable and
widely accepted. According to the so-called social science
modernisation principle, it is a natural phenomenon that the
individual is given 1ncreasing 1mportance in the course of econom1c
deve lopment and prosper1ty. A recent study that was conducted w1th
the sole aim of proving the theory had mixed resu lts. Although some
elements clearly 1ndicated a shift towards more individualism, a
clear change 1n the Japanese society's values could: not be proven.
Instead, Japan's ability to cope with fore1gn and unknown 1nfluences
is once aga1n ach1eved through. a mentality wh1ch strives for harmony
and agreement. Due to the democratic and other plura 11 st 1e
processes, 1t is qu ite conce ivab1e that the tendency towards a change
in Japan's values will cont1nue; albe1t at a very moderate pace
(Anon., 1993c: 2) .
2.5 Transferability of the Total Qua11ty Management philosophy from
Japan to the West
There is a great dea 1 of debate amongst experts on Japan, on whether
it 1s poss 1b le for the Tota1 Qua 1tty systeID to be exported frOID Japan
to other countrtes. Upon analysis of a nuJDber of v1ewpolnts on the
matter, 1t seenlS as if three IAtn op tntons extst:
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* TQ is an universal phtlosophy and is easily transferable;
* the TQ philosophy Is transferable only under certain conditions;
and
* the Importation of the TQ philosophy is either impossible or
unnecessary.
Table 2.3 represents a cross-sect ion of opinions on the debate. The
analysis and interpretation of the table leads to the following
conclusions:
*
*
The greater majority of Japan cOlll11entators fee 1 that a transfer
of the TQ phi losophy - in some or other form - is possible. The
fundamenta 1 tenents of the ph ilosophy are not exclusive to the
Japanese cu1ture and soc iety.
The differences between Japanese- and other cultures necess itate
the adaptation or realignment of appropriate TQ aspects to suit
the host nation's specific characteristl::s and requirements.
Kono (1984:5) supports this opinion by declaring that if the same
cause-effect relationships work in different countries, then these
pract ices cou ld be transferred from one country to another. He has
verified his assumptions by the use of three basic methods:
*
*
*
To observe the practices of Japanese subsidiaries in foreign
countries.
To look at the practices of well-managed companies in several
different countries and analyse the slmtlarities between them.
Finally, to acknowledge that the Japanese had learnt a great
deal from US and European theories, and that the same could be
said about the principle found in Japan; which was readily
trans(erab 1e.
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TABLE 2.3 TRANSFERABILITY OF JAPANESE MANAGEMENT TECHNIQUES
POlltlon: Summaryof luthor's opinion:
positIVe • Succeslul combination of Japanese & Western techniques, to lind universal methods. 1
• Lengthy preparation phase necessary and cooperation with companies who have
alreadvmastered principles.
hybndlZalion • Development of"Theory 1:', where emphasis is placed onworker's key role in 2
process while making use ot Japanese-like techniques.
• DeveloDino a trust basis between roleDlavers is central to success.
ccndruonallv • BaSIC reoulrements have to be met. such astrammc and a culture oflearnina. 3
conditionally • Transfer IS fundamentally possible; yet only in conjunctlcn Wlth a selective 4
adoption ofJapanese techniques andaconversion to theWestern environment.
• Culturalchanoe IS possible. but mav rllQuire time.
conditionally • West must accept unity of SOCial and commercial purpose and must manage "vIsion". 5
• Change "who we are as well as what we do",
• Imoortance of manaaina the soft "S's": stvle. staff, skills andsuoerordlnate aoals.
conditionally • Universality of good Japanese working practices. 6
• Development ofInseperable ''trlpod-type- transfer list: nexlbillty, quality
consciousness as well as teamwork.
conditionally - EmphasIs on particular Japanese techniques only would be misleading and 7
short-term in effect: quick fixes should be avoided at all costs.
• In neweconomic order management and organizationalskills· not raw materials
and caplital - are the key to developingcomparative advantage.
• Comoetltlve response from all three levels: aovernment. industry and ccreerate.
conditionally • Transterabllity IS possible but differences have tQ be taken into account in the 8
social, political and historical context
conditionally • Adaptation ot techniques to local conditions is Vital, and mustconcentrate on 9
on intra-orQaniZational relationshios as well as the host-nation value svstem.
conditions & • Elements ofJapanese management system are transferable; yet cynicism is vital to 10
introspection protect the West against a widespread and wholesale adoption otJapanese practices.
• Currentproblems of American industry ii fault of short-term focus and not the
Westernindustrial system per se.
• Adaptability of Japane~e management practices depend upon 3 factors:
• socio-cultural and political conditions within host environment:
• extent ofadaptation to peculiar conditions of alien environment: and
• the ability and willingness of major stakeholders to adapt techniques to suit their
own socio-cultural milieu.
conditions & - Future prinCiples shouldn't be a copyofJapan. nor traditionallyWestern. 11
IntrospectJon .. Recognition ofWestern strengths as assets and not liabilities:
• heterogenity is an esset for tuture technologies: and
• Mmorphogenetic managemenr Is the combination of heterogeneous Individuals Into
mutuallvbenellcial • and hiahlv efficient -Interaction Dattems.
conditions & • Care should betaken not to Ignore different thinking patternsinEast, and emphasis 12
Introspection should also beplaced on Western strenghts: correctness. strong working ethic and
creattvrtv'
difficult • JOint ventures should be set UD as a medium to acauire know-how. 13
very diffiCUlt • Umltatlonofnon-Japanese Is th81r tradition-bound attitude aswell astimidness. 14
• Imporl.nce of common purpose between majorstakeholders Inindustry:
I.bour. manaa.ment and shareholders.
doubtful • SceptiCism IboutuSIng J.panes. methods InWestern workplace, mainly due to the 15
dlfferenc" Inthe business environment.
criticism • '"Theory 1: (reter to 2) Is nawed and does notrlt known f.cts, 16
• '"Theory 1: il not baled on hum.nism Ind isn't'DDlicabl. to an Wntern environment.
1 JIIPert. (199323). 9 SeIfert. (1993 9-101.
2 Ouchl (1982:4-51, 10 Sethi et at., (1984:ViI. 1f.
3 Gosh! (1994:40). 11 Lee & Schwendlmln '1982:681.
4 Monden It al. (1985:lCV) 12 Hesse (1992:24-25).
5 Pllcale & Athos (1986.Viiil. 13 Schlote et al. (1991:641,
6 Wickens (1992:2538). 14 Morita {1988:13O-1311.
7 McMillan (1985:327). 15 Dillon (1991:42).
8 Marsland & Beer (1983:49~71. 16 Sethi et al. (1984:265-2711.
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2.6 Conclusion
There is a misconcept Ion that Japanese management is un Ique and based
on an exclusive set of cultural values - which are non-transferable.
In fact, most of the characteri st tcs of Japanese management style
were formed after the Second World War as a result of rational
th ink ing, and many theories and business pract tees (e.g. qua lity
control) were transplanted from the USA or Europe. When judging
transferability of management systems, thts aspect can obvious ly not
be separated from poltttcal, educational, social and economic systems
and how these fit one another. Kana (1984:5) is representative of
the rna instream view in stat ing that there were more universa1
principles than different, contingent principles; meaning that
non-Japanese companies could adopt certain Japanese management
principles. These would have to be adopted for the specific host's
environment and requirements, which is an issue that will be dealt
with in some of the subsequent chapters.
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CHAPTER 3
AN OVERVIEW OF TOTAL QUALITY MANAGEMENT FUNDAMENTALS AND STRATEGIES
3. 1 Introduct ion
Total Quality Management is not only a philosophy, but rather a.body
_. - _.._.. - ., _. '--.;:
of _ k~owledge or management framework, wh tch a110ws the en~~ re
or.ganization to excel in all dimensions of products -and servlces ,
Its significance 1ies primarily in the fact that at last a managpment
-- -.
philosophy Is able to act as a unifying system to cater for all
management strategies which essent ia lly have the same objective in
mind - improving all which is improvable within organizations.
Formerly, a number of good qua 1ity improvement strategies - such as
multiskilllng, Statistical Process Control and Group activities -
did not achieve their full potential; no synergistic effect and the
lack of coordinated act ion was -the problem. Tota 1 Qua lfty Management
fills a void and becomes the "haven" for a variety of like-minded
management tools. The unifying notion is that qualttyextends
throughout the organization In everything it does and that it is
ult imately defined by what the customer wants (Chase & Aqullano,
1992: 186-187).
How is a Tota 1 Qua 1ity Management sys tem structured and what does it
cons i st of? Peters (1986: 26) has a brief exp lanat ion of the process
which serves as a good illustration of what the main elements are.
He sees a qua1ity revolution existIng of the following components: a
system, the necessary passion and suffIcient persistence. This
chapter deals primarily "11th' Issues relating to the system and the
-persistence, whereas the creation of passion Is dealt with In one of
- .the SUbsequent chapters.
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3.2 The origins of the Total Quality ideal
The most well-known originators of the Quality idea include such
individuals as Juran, Crosby, Deming and to a lesser degree
Ishikawa. Due to the scope of the subject matter. one 15 bound to
come across differences in interpretation and emphasis. of seemingly
similar matters. Although some elements and vlewpoints of the
above-mentioned quality "gurus" are similar and essentlally in
agreement wlth one another: others represent direct contradictions
and opposing opinions (P-E Corporate Servlces, 1994).
To glve an indicatlon of some differences and similarltles in
stances, table 3.1 looks at some of the main points contalned within
the theories of Crosby, Deming, Juran as well as Ishikawa. From the
off-set lt ls the author's oplnion that the over-adherence to anyone
of the so-called "gurus" would be a restrictive pract ice. Instead of
speculating on the validity of each of these experts' views, a more
worthwh 11e exercise is suggest~d; name ly to dea 1 with the collect ive
ideas and slmilarit les. The commona lit tes whlch extst between the
main Quality scholars are significant, as this allows for the
possibillty of an "universal" TQ framework to be investigated. In
th is regard, a11 four experts place emphas is on primarily the
fa 11owing po lnts:
*
*
*
*
*
the importance of top management commitment;
process- and quality orlentat ion;
empowerment and involvement of indivlduals and teams;
the need to achieve IlIIProvements on an ongoing bash; and
a change ln the relationship with suppllers.
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TABLE3,1 THE QUALITY PHILOSOPHY FOUNDERS -
CROSBY, DEMING, JURAN AND ISHIKAWA
CROSBY 1
·
Emphllilihouid be placed on th. prewntlon 01 errors, rather th.n on
th••ppr.lsaland subsequ.nt .na/ysil 01 trends. Theaim should be to
continu./Iy strIVe tor '"zetO detter, rather than haVing a system which
tails WIthin th. realms ot an -Acceptabl. Quality L....., (AQLt.
-
Qua/lty nteds to be linked to atanglbl. d.nommator such lIS ·pnc.
01 non-contormance-. Mer. Itatlstlea do not sulnc•.
-
Th. tour-Crosby absolutes- .re:
• proclIs on.ntatlon 01 all actIVlII..;
••mpowerm.nt ot employ...;
" commltm.nt to quality being manag.m.nfs prerogatlv.: .nd
" theneed tor a tormallzatlon ot.cllVltill through procedures
DEMINO 2
·
St.llslical methods are the key to quality control, and can IIslstln
the.chl.....m.nt 01 -zero d.tects·,
3
·
Man.g.m.nt has to be the drIVIng torc. behind the Introduction ota
qU.lltyon.nt.tlon Within tn org.nll.tlon. II mantg.m.nt/••dsby
.x.mpl•. then the workforc. would t.k. cue .nd respond pOl/tlv.,y,
4
-
Deming's Views were form./iled Inhtsso-called -14 points otman.gemenr.
Thes.h.v. been summarIZed to d••1WIth the five most cruet.I aspects:
" a shin In p.radlgm Is required. together WIth the re.lil.tJon ota
need to chlnge,
" emph.sts hIS to be placed on training, education and th••xch.nge of
Intormatlon;
" an incre... in superv,.,on and inspection, together WIth • reduction 01
d.lIy producllon quotas to allow tor a greateremphasis onquality;
" Pnd. otworkmanship. active .mploy" participation ntedsto Increased,
together WIth a reduction of tearand th. influence atnegatlv.
orglnilationa' bamers as well .s politiea: and
"th. establishment of a true cooplrtlVe spirrt with suppliers andthe
movetawards single sourCIng.
.lURAN 5
-
Quality costs are of VItal importanc. torproblems - and potentt.1
saVIngs - to b. ldentltled and adrllsed.
2
·
JUnln " b.lI....ed to hive the mostunaversal approlch tor managing
.11 aspects rel.tlng to quality.
2
·
Contr.ryto others. Juran belltvll that qualttyhas In optimum level
.nd the .chl....ement of '"zero detects· is • foolhardy and costly exerds•.
e
·
Emph.slsshould be placed on job-tnrlchment. training .nd the
dtfeg.Uon otrllponslbilltl.. to tllms andIndIVIduals,
ISHIKAWA 5
·
M.n.gemenrscommitment IS VIt.lln anyfluallty system
·
Tha Import.nee of VIsual tools Iiketh. "'sMtWMI diagram"Is
not to beunder..Umated. In lieu WIth thecontnbutlonl thes.
m.ke onquality Inspection.
·
Eduettlon .nd training ar. allo leenII. nteesstty.
1 Crosby. lGG216·1Q • Demrna. 1088 20·222 p·e. CorDarat. SeMCft. 1094 5 Beard. 1000 8- 11
3 Pet.ll. 10eO 25 e Juren. 1094 29·37
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It is fe 1t tha t in order for the Tota 1 Qua 1ity concept to be
understood and effectively applied, a need exists for the
hybridization of the most significant concepts.
3.3 Total Quality· a core philosophy with different guises
The different terminologies used in the field of quality lead to a
considerable amount of confusion. It is often difficult to keep the
many terms apart, for a variety of reasons. The so-called experts
somet imes seem to fa 11 back on the i r "1iterary 1icense" to add on to
others' definitions and interpretations, so that eventually one is
confronted with the problem of having to find out what terms such as
Total Quality, Kaizen (Continuous Improvement) and Lean Management
really stood for. Also, due to the variety of terms used, thera is
uncertainty as to whether they describe the same main body with
inconsequential differences; or if one has to discern between
inherently separate concepts (Naisbitt & Ziegler, 1992:6). The three
concepts defined below are of. part icular significance, as they are
probab ly the most frequently encountered systems encountered,
relating to the achievement of Total Quality.
* Total Qualttv Management (TOM) or Total Qua] ity Control (Joe):
"TQM is a cooperative form of doing business that relies on the
ta lents and capab i 1i ties of both labour and management to cont inua lly
improve quality and productiVity us ing teams. Embodied in this
definition are the three ingredients necessary for TQM to flourish in
any company: (1) participative management; (2) continuous process
improvement; and (3) the use of teams" (Jablonski, 1992:21). In the
following definition by lmal (1986: xxv), TQC is seen as the umbrella
term for a variety of Kalzen terms. TQC Is seen as organized Kalzen
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ac t i vities invo 1vi ng everyone in the company - management and workers
- in a totally integrated effort toward improving performance at
every level. Finally, Chase and Aquilano (1992:186-187) see Total
Quality Management as a way of managing the entire organization so
that it excels in all dimensions of products and services that are
important to the customer. The concept's key notions are that
qua1ity extends throughout the organ iza t ion in everyth ing it does and
that quality is ultimately defined by the customer.
• Ka izen:
Th i s term refers to the Japanese ph i losophy of Cont inuous Improvement
with an emphasis on process-orientated management as opposed to the
results-orientated approach that is cOl1'lllOnly found in'the West.
Simon (1992:170) classifies Kaizen as a major strategy of "Lean
product ion" and as a result creates an important 1ink between the
two. Kaizen is regarded as a strategy to bring about 'continuous
improvements in all segments. In the industrial sector Kaizen not
only signifies the improvement of products but also the improvement
of processes and other steps which contribute to the development,
manufacturing as well as marketing of product; in addition all
aspects of human development are a1so included." Ima i (1986:xx),
possibly one of the most respected authorities on Kaizen supplies the
following definit ion: "Kaizen means improvement. Moreover it means
continUing improvement in personal 11fe, home life, social life, and
working 11fe. When applied to the workplace Kaizen means continuing
improvement invo lv ing everyone - managers and workers a like.
The terminology used by Jablonski (1992:22) in describing the concept
is "Continuous Process Improvement" and ts significant in that
creates a vital link between the school of Kaizen and the "Total
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Qua 11 ty· movement: Cont Inuous Process Improvement or CP I means
accepting small, incremental gains as a step in the right direction
toward Total Quality. It recognizes that substantial gains can be
ach ieved by the accullllllation of many seemingly minor Improvements
whose synergies yield tremendous ga ins over the long run. Continuous
process Improvement reinforces a basic tenent of TQM - long-term
focus. "
• lean Management or prodyction:
In a study conducted a few years ago, It was found that the Lean
Management system used by Japanese carmakers was - and still is - the
main contributor to Japan's superiority in that industry. According
to Karsten (1992:66), Lean Management was no demarcated, integrated
system such as a controlling or similar system, which could be
stud ied and then qu tck ly introduced. Instead Lean Management was a
comp lex and cont inuous process, wh ich used many f'acets and too 15 of
the Kaizen system to achieve its objectives. The objectives are
simple: the rapid development of products that are manufactured to
have no defects in a flexible product ion process without wastage and
the ut 11 ization of few resources. Th is ca l1ed for some intens ive
cooperation between employees, suppliers and salesmen to be able to
satisfy the final customer (Karsten, 1992:66).
In another definition Boesherz (1992:14-15) writes that Lean
Production is indicative of the manner In which Japanese companies
are governed and shaped to exist in the International arena. It
represents Japan's answer for Taylorism and the type of mass
product ion estab It shed by Henry Ford. Lean Management is
characterized by its holism, long-term cOllllitraent, perseverance and
employee-centered organizational leadership. Finally, the system's
main components can be described by using eight "m's": man, uchine,
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matertal, method, market, money, management and medtum (informatton
technology) (Boesherz, 1992:14-1S).
3.4 Fundamental components of the Total Quality phtlosophy
When compartng the three concepts of TQM, Kalzen and Lean Management;
tt is clear that they all disttnct similartttes - but also
dtfferences. The search for a untversal qualtty management structure
necessitates that one looks at the cOlmlOnal1ttes of the three, and
build a system based on the so-called "unitary fundamentals". In
order to prove tha t the rna in schoo1s are ne ither tndependent of one
another nor untque, an extractton of the coenon aspects has to be
done.
Table 3.2 summartzes the major components and an analysis thereof
revea Is that the strategies wh tch form the fundamental core of the
three matn qual tty schools are:.
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
particlpattve management and cooperattve tealTftllork;
process ortentat ion and elimtnat ton of root prob lems;
ongotng tmprovement endeavours;
customer focus and satfsfact ton;
cOllllllnfcatton and company-wtde infonnatfon flow as well as
cooperat ton between varfous departments and dfvis fons;
human resource development, enrtchment and mobilizatfonj and
a variety of other sub-strategies.
In order to understand the Total Quality philosophy, it fs crucfal to
know that the word "qua It ty" does not mere ly refer to product
qua1ity; fnstead it is used tn its broadest sense and descrfbes
anything that can be fmproved. "In this context, quality is
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TABLE 3.2 AN OUTLINE OF THREE DISTINCT QUALITY
IMPROVEMENT SYSTEMS
Katzen, or 1
·
KlIizen is11'1 umbreU. term tor mOlt Japanese management techniques such
Continuous IS JIT, OuUtyCircles, zero defect orientation, automation IIld othe....
Improvement
·
EmphUilis on pracess-orientation • IS opposed to reaulllorientation;
II'Idthe contributions that "humll'lWll'e" make to the aystem.
·
Improvementll lII'e mllinly achieved bylooking at Imlll incremenllllt.ps.
·
"Oualrty" denotes.. upeets conlnbuting to custome... aalltlCtion
II'Idnotmer.1y the product quality.
·
InterlCtion of ell departmentllll'ld employees sought to drive th.
Improvement ereee..; with qual/ty circles and stelisticaltools representing
the main shoonoor toola.
Total Quality 2
·
The three eaaentisllngredlentll of the TOM system er.:
Management, plltic/patlve management. continuous process Improvement, as weIas
orTQM the use ofteams and group deeialon-maklng.
3
·
The focus shouldbe on quality IS wen IS produc:tivlty. It "quality" refers
to II aspeete that are ImprOVable, then prodUCUvrty IS pertofth. process.
·
rOM is laid to be reliant on SIX principles: customer tocus; proc.... together
WIth reau/ll orientation; preventionIS opposedto Inspection; mobitizlltion
of the workforce; tact-based d.ciajon-maklna: as wen IS effective feedback.
Total Quality 4
·
The succe.. ot TOM is beU.vedtod.p.nd on three distinct fletors:
Managem.nt, thepnmacy ot customer salistllCllon; everybody'sinvolvement within the
orTQM oraaruzation; and the orocen of onaolna imorovement
Total Quality 5
·
This author b.lleves in "total dedication to the eustemer", with theother
Management, man drives lUtroundlng the objectlves ot:the minimiZlItion ofresponse
orTQM times, cost r.ductions and vslu. addition; the creation ot aproductive
climate where employees ere "enrlch.d"; and an e~ of continuous
improvement is brouQht about.
Lean 6
·
Particular signiftcance is given to the Improvements thatcan b. broUght
ProdUCUon about bygroup activities in the folowing terrains: int.mal results
(profit & elllciencies); as weU lIS .. upectll relating to customer
U1isflCtion • both internal and .xtemal.
7
·
Lean Management is said to be depend.nt upon the tolowing nv. principles:
delegation ofauthonty; quality- and etnc:i.ncy control onSIle; communication
together WIth networked informlltion; coop.ratlve teamwortc; .. wei • the
unfylng concem of employee- andcustomer orientation.
Lean 8
·
Fourdepartm.nts are said to be otcardinallmportanc.: datrtution,
ProducUon development, purchasing and manutac:u1ng.
·
The guldlng prInCIples of Lean Production are the tolowing: teamwork;
exchange ofinformation and elCtenaN' communlcallon; lrII'IIterof
retOonllb*lv to lower echelons; and anemphasison vaIu. addition.
Lean 9
·
Lean Management Is bUlft upon th. folowing'o~: teamwortc and the
Management inere... oflndMdual responslbilillel; clent orientation IIld the Importance
of .dding VlkJe; standardizatIOn,t..dback lind pf8fVWlg; • wei • the
pnnople otcontinuous Improvementand the elmlnatlon of root problema.
1 1m•. (1986 XIx·XXVi . 6 SlU.rzl. rI992:4Q-411.
2 Jablonsld, (1992:21 . 7 SlU.rzl, r1992:44-471.
3 Jablonsld, (1992:24 . 8 SchmItZ. (1992: 17·181.
.. Anon. (1994 a23) 9 BOHenbera & Metzen~1992681
5 Ciampa.119916·71
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associated not only with products and services but also with the way
people work, the way machines are, and the way systems and procedures
are dealt with. It includes all aspects of human behaviour" (Imal,
1986 :9).
In conelus ion, it appears as if the schoo15 of Tota1 Qua 11 ty, Ka izen
and Lean Management do in fact share a core of fundamenta 15. As the
term qualtty refers to all things improvable and is the uniting idea
between the three ma in schoo 1s , it is felt that the term "Tota 1
Quality Management (TQH)" is most inclusive terminology. TQM will be
used from this point in the dis serta t ion onwards to denote the core
system to achieve Total Quality.
3.4.1 Tota 1 Qua 1ity strategies
The main butlding blocks of the Total Quality philosophy include a
number of different strategies, varying ln emphasis as: well as in
their form of application. According to Karsten (1992:68) the
strategies' combined purpose is to support the five tenents of Tota 1
Qua li ty, namely the increase in customer va lue , the primacy of
qua11ty, the prevention of scrap and wastage, the participation of
employees as well as long-term supplier cooperation. Table 3.3 deals
specifically with the IIIOst frequently used Total Quality techniques
or strategies.
Ima i (1984:4-5) emphas tzes the mu 1t i tude - yet interrelatedness - of
a number of so-called "uniquely Japanese" practlces and how they have
helped the Japanese ln bringing about a process-orlentated way of
thinking. Total Qualtty . or the Japanese term of Kaizen - is said
to be an umbrella concept covering the following strategies:
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TABLE 3.3 ESSENTIAL TOTAL QUALITY TOOLS AND TECHNIQUES
Quality Clreles
-
Group ofemployee. who voluntarily work together In an attempt to lONe 1
or (QCs): problem, whICh occur In thetr MCtIOn orworkplace. The mOln obtec1lve it
UIUdy the achievements of quality Improvements or "zere defecta" In
the produetlOn orUMce proc.... QCameet reguJarty and are IIIIgned
a facllltalor (orcoordInator). whose taskrt IS to HStat tho group
in tho problem IOlUUOn prOCeM It andwhen requIred. other experts
can -.0 be cllled upon and gIVe anawef1ln CIII.. whore the QC II not
to lure about their prOPOled lolutlon etc.
-
Qu~ Circlet were orlglnally uled by J,pan"e companl" as aQuality
control mechanllms SInce then thOle quahty fora have undergone
a transtormatlon proC"1 towards a lyat.mlZtd lugg..tlon and
communlc'tlonschemeto enhance crtilMty ,nd the humanlZaaon ot
the workplace. Thll .. pnmanty achieved by"OWIng the employee to
take pertInthedtelllon-makJng procell, Inaddrtlon to being Involved
In thl organlZaaon" change proc....
-
The acconcept .. uled by many organlZaaons to enhance andsupport
emplove.tralnlna and other human resource development purPO'".
JUlt·ln-Tlma . A produc1lon and Inventory control technique which .. part of theongln" 2
or JfT: production ,yatem developed by ToyotaInthe 19501. Its 81m .. thetolll
elimlnatlon at II WIIte and Inemetency dunng production.
-
A Iystem ot dec.ntraJiZed planning and control whereby parts or 3
matenall reqUIred tor production are notsuppl/ed betore being virtually
Uled uP.and nostock rem..n.. The fundamental obJectIVe .. notonly
the rtduc1lon otstock and shortening of lIIembly tim..: but also to
lay bareany other problemI in the produc1lon proc.... whIchwould have
othefWISe have r.mained undetected. The meemorn of amountot stock to
be carned it usualy restneted to one day's equIValent
-
The system ftndllll main us. In high volume production plants and
cab tor thesynchrOnization of various production steps WIthin the
overallprocell Anew form of logratical support and supply is required.
neceultabnll a do.e partnership WIth supplrers and tun rellabdsty
Continuous
-
Improvem.nll are to be achIeved by constantly hlMng small and controled 4
Improvemlnt M mln14mprov. menll-. These are leu costly thancaprtaJ-intenwe
or K.lzen: Innovltlons. andhave the added benetlt ofhllVlng been brought about by
the aetlVe partiCIpation of aI employees.
-
The objedlVtafter averyimprovement lito ltandardtze the improvementl
made andtoimmediately try and better thenewlV-set standard ThIS
standard ONLY becom.. the norm. untl/new tmprovements can be achieved.
CUltomer Value: . AI aCMes musl be cuatomer-onentated end contnbute to thavl/ue 4
8ddItIonofthl tlnll prOduct. AI unproductivl~. or featur.. -
whH:tl remllll. lke buffefStock.. Ide machln... WlIItIng am... taully
compenenll. stock end rework are..." II waataa.to·b4HlIImtnated.
Longtorm
-
The cooperaaon blfWeen.. stakeholders an thl organaaaon suCh .. 4
cooperadon: owners. employees. suppliers. d• ...,. endCUltome,. Is Iongt.rm
Quality focus:
-
auallty haslblollJlI precedence and not th. aetlievement or snorttarm 4
profit. AAtugh qullty eventuaIV INdI to hlgh., protltabMy. thiI
mean. thatthl trdOnal VOlumeioutDutfocUi could be ceatd
**
*
*
*
*
*
*
Customer orientat ion
Tota1 Qua 1i ty contro1
Robot tcs
QC Circles
Suggest Ion system
Tota1 Productive
Ma intenance
Workplace discipline
Automat ion
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* Kamban
* Qua l t ty improvement
* Just - in -Ttme (J IT)
* Small-group activities
* Zero defects
* Cooperat ive labor-management
re lat ions
* Productivity improvement
* Product deve lopment
3.4.1.1 The need for an Integration of strategies
In a significant article Karsten (1992:68-70) warns prospective Total
Qua 1ity users not to assume that the introduction of anyone - or
combination of the main methods or Instruments in any way
constituted a proper Total Quality system. According to him the
success of Tota 1 Quality was dependent upon three ma in facets:
•
•
*
the Tota1 Qua 1ity phi losophy;
the Bus iness processes (Research and Development,
production, supply and distribution); and
Total Quality strategies (as above).
Shou ld a cOlllpany be aware of the TQ ph 1l0sophy and select tve ly app ly
TQ strategies - but neglect to change its fundamenta 1 business
processes - then studies by a we ll-known consultancy had Indicated
tha t no concrete improvements should be expected. According to
research conducted, it could be proven conclusively that unless a
company was will ing to truly change and adapt their business
processes; the changes would remain cosmetic, having llttle or no
impact (Karsten 1992:68).
3.4.2
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Compatibility of Total Quality Management with aspects of
Taylorism
Taylorism - in some or other form - is still a significant facet of
most organizations. A splitting of the activities relating to the
hands and the intellect is still practised. Tasks of assembling
components of manufactured products are broken down into the simplest
elements, with each element assigned to a different worker. It is
argued that the simpler the job, the greater the finn's efficiency.
Training time is very short, and so the training costs are low.
Because workers merely represent inputs, they are easy to replace
without any loss of production (Pheysey, 1993:69).
Taylorism and Tota1 Qual ity Management appear to be dfametrica lly
opposed in their outlook and the significance given to the worker
within the organization. As most companies who are intent on
imp lementing TQM probably are at present following Taylorist tc
principles, it is crucial to know whether the use of one of the
systems excludes the use of the other ,
As most Western companies are bu flt upon the foundat ion of Taylorism
(such as job design and rigid time standards), it would be IIIOSt
significant if a hybridization of TQH and Taylorism were possible.
Academic programs in management continue to portray scientific
management as an obsolete, ant i-mot tvationa1 style used by
dictatorial and insensitive lllanagers at the expense of the lfne
worker. Placing quantitatIve tools, rooted in turn-of-the-century
Taylor hili, into the hands of the worker, however, is and act of real
empowerment and has been described as creating an environlllent of
cont inuous, incremental learning that transforms every worker into an
industrial engineer (Cheser, 1994:24-25).
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This approach allows for certain tools to serve within the framework
of the otherwi se fundamenta lly oppos i ng ph ilosoph ies and fac t l Hate a
hybridization process. By using techniques such as time-and-motion
stud ies , equ ipment -capac ity ana 1ys is, cycle- time ca leu lat ions, and
labor-loading bar graphs, workers better comprehend the needs of the
business, become more valuable to the organization, and realize their
inherent intellectual potential. Therefore - through Kalzen or TQM -
scientific management has become not a means for worker exploitation,
but a tool that workers can use to measure progress both in
themselves and the bus iness In a cont inuous cycle of product, process
and se 1f -improvement (Cheser, 1994: 23- 25) .
3.5 Total Quality case studies and the need for an individualistic
approach
Case studies on Tota1 Qua lity can serve a very usefu1 purpose as they
a11 ow for greater understanding on how theoret tea 1 concepts are
applied in the "rea 1 world~. Table 3.4 summarizes the most
significant aspects of a variety of case studies which were
ana lysed. The conclusions reached by the respect ive companies once
again re-Iterates the fact that all companies are different and
cannot be tackled by one rigid "strait-jacket- Total Quality recipe.
Depending on the corporate culture of the organization involved, the
management style used and a plent itude of other factors, the Tota 1
Quality system of one company may be completely different from
another • yet st 111 be equally effect ive. In order for any TQM
system to be effective, It Is felt that individualized attention
needs to be given to the spec if Ic env ironment and c ircuastances of an
organ izat ion. In an apt ana logy to cooking, the TQH user is to be
given a very good idea of what ingredients are possible • the
responslbilfty for the final recipe and product lies in his or her
hands. It is for this reason that the prospective Total Quality user
Table 3.4 SUMMARY OF VARIOUS TaM CASE STUDIES
Company & Brief outJlne of key points:
IndUltry
Nlasan. South Africa 1
·
Employee participation Is vital, and can be achieved bysuggestion schemes.
·
Recognrtion • aa oppoaed to monetary compensation· should be given
IfAutomobiles) forwor1hwhiJe Ideas and suggestions
Edelmann,Germany 2
·
Employeea no longer accepted authority of Quality inapeelm.
(Packaging)
·
Convincing of employees wal biggest chaDenge; moving from
lower toupper levela of thehierarchy.
·
ProcedlJ'ea and worldnatnJetiona writtenby people who would use them; the
rotultbeing very litUe reaiatance InImplementation.
·
Intemalaudlts by InterdlsdpUnary teams Is key to keeplna momentum aolng.
Companlel, global 3
·
Acquilltlon of ISO 9000 Is mistakJnly seen aabeing aquality lyatem; in fact
(Various) '1t'llesa thanone-seventh of aproper syatem.-
·
ISO 9000 Is not necesaanly a solution. but should belien al a catalyst or
·sprlng·cleanlng- exercise.
·
Proponents of ISO 9000 seeIn~ a way Inwhich dilclplneIs Introduced Into
the raM procesa, which sublequentfy becomes overaeeable and manageable.
Texas Instruments. .-
·
MultidisCIplinary teams and diversity or Ideas andopinlons Is key to succesa.
Germany
·
IfTaM Is the responsibility of one department only. then ItClIMotwork.
(Computer chips)
·
Training oremployees - eapeciaUy Invisual problem 1.0. tools such as pareto
diagraml • Is extremely Important.
·
Customer feedback serves al momentum to keepImprovements going.
GM-Toyota/oint 5
·
Successful appUcation of Taytoristlc methods andtools such asstopwatches;
venture NUMMI, but In the hands of workers and notmanagers.
United Statel
·
All workers dMded Into teams, who continuously Work ontime Improvements.
(Automobiles) jobrotations as weU as training. Improvisation Isnotencouraged and aU
tasks are standardized as much aspossible.
·
White coUar statrs function Istoprovide support forwortcera and teams.
Nissan Sunderland. 6
·
Employee involvement and Group activities are crucial In achieving commitment.
Britain
·
Foreman playacardinal role Innew·round role of commlllicator as opposed to
(Automobiles) confroner.
·
Resistance to sem"autonomous teamscoming from European trade unions.
16 different 7
·
auality Circles. Job enrichment. employee qualitycommitment (per signature),
companies,Europe profit-sharing, full Information disclosure (except salaries & wages),
IDiverstl) aelf-inspeetlon and JIT are themost common Instruments used to great effect.
Loehr & Bromkamp. 8
·
Leaner organIZational structure created with two hierarchial levels eliminated.
Germany
·
The ·plant within a planr concept meansthat sma. buaIneaurVta are created
(Automotive parts wtthIt the company, that have toshow entrepreneurtalllU.
supplitlr)
·
Use of Japanese consuttants and~ to Japan by foremen and management to
Ieam about methods like Quality Circles. Total Preventltlve Maintenance. JIT etc.
Koenig, Germany 9
·
Quality Crdos, regular audits and Interchdplinary tealll1 hivebeen found to
I(Blltwery) work wei.
Sources'
1 Ou PleaaII. (1992:11·12). 6 Wlnter.1l993:30).
2 Gottlchal, (1991 :203·209). 7 Anon. 1993a:3).
3 Henko". (1993:68·71). 8 Anon.,(1993e:3).
.- Schneider. (1991 :132·138). 9 Krogh, (1993:181·171).
5 Anon.•(1993d:73).
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needs to be well versed In a var iety of dIfferent methods that cou ld
be followed and subsequently decide upon the one· or combInation·
which might work in the chosen organization.
The approach suggested by the author is an "evolut ionary Pareto
principle", whereby a number of key princIples (approximately 20
percent) account for more than 80 percent of the tota 1 achievable TQH
success. But why an "evolutionary" Pareto principle? The key to
success in this terrain does not 1ie in fInding and applying the
fundamental 20 percent of all techniques; but tnstead in how they are
applied, In which sequence and whether the correct environment and
co"",itment are created. To prove th i s poInt the fo llowing reasoning
could be used: If it were a quest ion of astra ightforward Pareto
selection (finding the essential 20 percent), then a statistical
ana lys is of a representative number of TQ users and se lect ion of the
most often used methods would be the golden path: to success.
Although a very useful exercise in its own right, the application of
these key too 15 and approaches, wou ld st 111 necess i tate the need for
organizational evolution and adaptation to a specific environment as
well as circumstances (Greene, 1993:vii-ix).
Instead of trying acquire standard formulae to work in all
situations, managers should rather get the necessary background
information on the system and its various strategies, so as to be
able to not only watch while the system is evolving; but instead to
be actively involved and directive in a constructive evolution
process. It also has to be noted that anyone of the main techniques
used, such as Quality circles, Hultiskilling and Job rotation, is
usually not adequately dealt with in a single piece of literature.
Instead it is wise to consult books dealing specifically with the
subject utter at hand, in order to get the necessary deta 11
knowledge (Greene, 1993:x).
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This means for instance that employee-involvement and motivation
could be brought about by such diverse means as Quality Circles fora
or Suggestion sc;:hemes; each one bringing with It other side-effects
and consequences. In order for the right choices to be made and the
correct tools to be used I a manager wishing to use the Total Quality
concept In his or her company has no other choice but to study the
main protagonist strategies in greater detail. Table 3.5 highlights
the ma In differences between the old and new systems, and gives an
indication of the various fields that need to be studied in order to
have an adequate knowledge of the Tota 1 Qua tity System.
3.6 An appraisal of Total Quality Management
The Total Quality movement - 1ike most new developments in the
management field - is mistakenly viewed by some as a panacea for all
problems. As the Western world is by its very nature short-term
focused, TQM is supposed to de1.iver the goods within one year; or two
years at the very most. What took the Japanese a number of decades
to perfect, shou Id somehow have a marked impact on the bottom-line
within a few quarters. These heightened and unrealistic expectations
are the cause for many attempts at mak ing TQM a part of a company's
fibre leading to fa i lure and the forestall ing of any major changes
being accepted in the future (Naisbitt & Ziegler, 1992:6).
According to Jacob (1993:52), surveys show that up to two-thirds of
American IIanagers think TQM has fa tled in their compan les. To avoid
failure and achieve long-tena success, it Is vital that a set of
realistic expectations is Installed within an organization. Yet, how
is this achieved? Is there any certainty on the realizable benefits
of the syste., and how long it wou ld take for these to beco.
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TABLE 3.5 ANTICIPATED CHANGES INATOTALQUALITYENVIRONMENT
Oldsystem: New system:
Major objectives:, - GrOWltlln terms at.
-
Sioataetlon atcuttomer nMda, In conluC1lon
• tal..; WIth traditionalmeaurM,
• profits, and
• Ret\Jrn-on·lnv"tment
Economlel: - Economy of Scll.:
-
Economy of time:
• longproduction runs: o Just-ln-Timeproduction;
o Jowett polilble cost o ahort.r I.ad tlmn;
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tangible? Definite answers are difficult to supply as the benefits
to be derived depend on a variety of factors: from the state of the
company before. transformation, the investments made in terms of
training etc., as well as the willingness of the people to change and
the corporate cu 1ture wh tch preva i1 s . A great dea 1 of scept Ie ism and
trust are placed in the system, depending merely on which side of the
fence one stands.
The author feels that the success- or fa t lure rate of TQM ts highly
significant and needs to taken into account before embarking on this
journey. If two-thirds of American managers think that TQM has
failed in their companies, ts it still possible to believe tn the
pht lo sophy: and risk further failure by implementing it into even
more companies? Similarly, just because the greater majority of
people are unable to exercise regularly doesn't mean that exercising
is a bad idea. But why Is it that so many programs have been marked
by fa i lure?
An aeronautical company In the United States represents a splendid
example of an organization whose good intentions had been given a
blow by external circumstances. After having spent lIIillions on
training their over 8000 employees on the significance of TQH and a
variety of sub-strategies, the program is now in shambles because the
program's advocates hadn't antIc ipated the mass ive layoffs that
poisoned labor-management relations. Florida Power & Light, a winner
of Japan's Deming Award of quality management, has slashed its
program because of excess Ive paperwork (Hathews & Kate1, 1992: 37) .
Especially in the Western business cl irnate where aaanagement plans
often have a very short shelf 1ife and management expect instant
grat if teat ion, the TQM system has an even sllnrner chance than usua 1
of surv tva1. In a recent survey conducted by Arthur D. Lttt le, a
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slim 36 percent of all surveyed companies said that the process was
having a substantial impact on their ability to Quash competitors.
Some even comp la ined that such management techn iques cost more than
they were rea 11y worth. More than anyth ing, US compan tes have soured
on TQM because it provides little protection against hard times. As
patience and labour peace are the keys to making it work, trouble
usua lly comes when companies announce layoffs durt ng economic slumps
(Mathews & Katel, 1992:37-38).
Most decisions in organizations are taken with the objective of
acqui ring a return on investment. Wou ld there~1ny Qink between the)
successful link between the implementat ion of TQM and an increase in
profit? Opinions are divided on this issue and depend once again
upon the circumstances. On the positive side, Nafsbitt & Ziegler
(1992:6) allege that if customers increase their perception of
product qua li ty by 2 percent, then th is wou ld lead to a 1 percent
prof it enhancement. Although interes t i ng, the above cause-and-effect
relationship is somewhat restrictive, seeing that it merely deals
with the quality of the product - and not necessarily of the
process. It is however not without significance, and should process
improvements lead to product improvements, then th iss imp le ru le
cou1d be found to be very usefu 1.
In a watershed study it was found that British companies using
Japanese-style manufacturing methods such as JlT and TQM have smaller
profit margins than low users, or those which do not use them at all.
It was found that significant improvements in manufacturing
effie iency could be made through the use of Japanese I118thods by UK
companies, but translating these improvements Into enhanced financial
performance in a fluctuating economic envtronJDent was lOre
difficult. The researchers suggested that an explanation for the
relatively poor financtal performance of the Japanese productton
methods, was that these required willing co-opent ton from the
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workforce rather than mere compliance. "In return, workers may have
received guarantees that their jobs were safe, resulting in companies
operating with too many staff." (Anon., 1994b:13.)
3.7 Cone lus ion
With so much uncertainty and a higher probability of failure than
success, is TQM rea lly worth the ri sk and the expense? TQM devotees
shrug off the recent setbacks and are adamant that the system shou ld
produce resu lts over the long hau1. "Most Japanese companies began
their quality-improvement efforts in the early 1950s and stuck with
them religiously, although they didn't begin to see significant
payoffs ... ". (Mathews & Katel, 1992:38). It ts important to
acknowledge that the reason why TQM has falled in many companies,
might be due to other factors - and not the weakness of the system
per se. Thoughtfully applied and modified, TQ's principles st ill
represent a sound way to run a company. 'Tota1 Qua 11 ty essent ially
involves attention to process, conmitment to the customer,
involvement of employees, and benchmarking of best practices. It is
hard to believe that you cannot benefit from that." (Jacob, 1993:52.)
That some Illanagers are now loudly ins tst ing they have not benefited
almost surely says more about the poor quality of their leadership
than it does about the quality movement. Mathews & Katel (1992:38)
quote a well-known business consultant as observing the following:
"With regard companies' willingness to adopt TQM; they may have very
little choice. In this age of tough competition, TQM is the lDinillUm
requ i rement for stay ing in the game."
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CHAPTER 4
THE LINK BETWEEN CORPORATE CULTURE AND TOTAL QUAL ITV MANAGEMENT
4. 1 Introduct ion
"There is nothing more difficult to take in hand. more perilous
to conduct. or more uncerta in in its success than to take the
lead In the introduction of a new order of things".
Machiavelli as quoted by Stewart (1994:62-64).
Tota 1 Quality Management needs a supportive culture or sentiment
within the company to be able to thrive. If the values of this
phi losophy cannot be installed into the hearts and minds of a
company's employees. the chances of long-term success are slim.
A1so, the va lues of TQH have to match the actions of its emp loyees,
and especially its management. As the TQH philosophy is in essence
based on the values of openness. trust and exchange and a "support ive
corporate culture", the introduct ion of new systems in conjunct ion
with an old repressive frame of mind will eventually backfire.
Should employees continue to perceive that their problems. feelings,
opinions and values are not taken seriously - and that it is
impossib 1e to learn and Invariab 1y make mistakes without being
rid tcu led - then the likelihood of the fundamenta 1 tenets being
adhered to Is drastically imperilled. The matching of a ·corporate
culture" with an effective Total Quality system is a considerable
challenge for any organization. On ly few succeed in creat in9 a sound
as well as IUtually beneficial fit between a company's ·vfsion and
its actual will-power" (Altmann. 1989:27-28).
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4.2 Corporate culture . the term exp1a ined
As is the case with many of the "softer" management issues and terms.
the concept of corporate culture doesn't lend itself to an
all-inclusive and universally acceptable definition. Instead a
magnitude of definitions do the rounds. with emphasis being placed on
different points.
In order to find the origins of the term. Pietersen (1991:27)
explains that the concept culture has a long and venerable tradition
in the fields of anthropology (where is most frequently used) and
sociology. It has achieved the status of a core or main concept in
the social sciences. This. one suspects. Is because it is a term
that simultaneously provides a comprehensive conception of social or
institutional life. as well as evoking images of something ingrained
and fundamental in human existence. This llnk definitely makes good
sense as any organization . 1ike a cORlllunity or society living
together is marked by human interact ions and socia1
characteristics. even though this might be in a smaller scale than in
the original anthropologica1 sense where comp lete cu ltures were
invo lved.
Pieper (1992:382) defines corporate culture as a set of thought
processes. values and behavioural norms. which in Its totality
distinguishes one organization as a social entity from other social
groupings. Pietersen (1991:26) hints at the varying interpretations
when he writes that some writers and conmentators see corporate
culture as Virtually everything that an organisation consists of.
from the nuts and bolts acttvIties of the factory floor be low to the
high ideas about the company's lIission. goals and values up In the
managerial suite. Others are said to view culture as a ·corporate
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non-event" not worthy of serious thought and attent ion because . so
it is argued - nobody can really tell you what it is and how best to
tinker with it. Smith (1988:12) possibly suppl ies the briefest
definition when he states that culture refers to the shared values
and behav lour that kn i ts a cOllll1un i ty together. It's the rules of the
game; the unseen meaning between the 1ines in the rulebook which are
said to assure unity.
4.2.1 Various leve 15 of Corpora te Cu lture
Organizational culture remains a complex phenomenon which needs to be
analysed in greater depth. A number of interesting models exist
wh tch have been devised in an attempt to explain mostly intangible
interact ions and unquant ifiable effects, of which a few can be found
in f igure 4.1.
A considerable proportion of the culture models studied, are similar
to the extent that organizational culture is viewed on more than one
leve1 or in dist inct sub-compartments. The interpretat ton of the
supp1ied table leads one to cone lude that researchers and experts
seem to agree on the existence of dist inct sub-levels within any
corporate culture. These vary in "depth". and to the extent tn which
they are changeable, and the difficulties experienced in doing so.
When looking at the first· or most visible· level of corporate
culture, then all three authors essentially describe visible as well
as observable behaviour patterns, or material objects and products.
Although thfngs may be relatfvely sfmple to detect, interpretation is
not always easy as the following example will show. If an
organization's employees come to work in beachwear, should this be
interpreted as befng indfcatfve of a 1iberated env ironment wh ich
allows for freedom of expressten: or is there lack of discipline or a
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TABLE 4.1 ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURE· A SUMMARY OF THREE EXPERTS' VIEWPOINTS
Definitionsand Individual Corporate Culture models
1 Definition: ·Organizational culture is the pattern ofbasic assumptions that a given
group has invented, discovered, or developed in learning to cope with itsproblems of
external adaptation and internal integration, and that have worked well enough to be
considered valid, and, therefore. to be taught to new members as the correct way to
perceive, think. and feel inrelation to those problems."
• Organizational culture deVised on three levels: visible artifacts, values and basic assumptions.
• Visible artifacts arethe constructed environment of the organization, its architecture,
technology, office layout. manner of dress, vissible or audible behaviour patterns,
and public documents such as memos, employee orientation materials, stories.
- Tricky level as data is easy to obtain but hard to Interpret; thedifficulty lies In
understanding the underlying logic - "why" a group behaves theway ~ does.
• Values represent the underlying reasons why members behave the way they do, as these
govern the employees behaviour.
• Often the values mentioned often only represent the espoused values of a culture,
thus focusing on what people say the reason is for their behaviour. Yet, the
underlying reasonsfor their behaviour remain concealed or unconsclous.
• Underlying assumptions typically are unconscious assumptionswhich actually
determine the howgroup members perceive, think and feel.
Taken·for-granted assumptions are so powerful because they are less debatable
and confrontable than espoused values.
2 Definition: Culture can be seen as the shared values and behaviour that knits a community
together. It is the rules of the game; the unseen meaning between the lines in the
rulebook that assures unity.
- Organizational culture can be viewed on three distinct levels:
• Level one: Technological. artificial, audible and visual behaviourpatterns; which
are easy to detect but difficult to interpret.
• Level two: How people describe, motivate and justify their actions; thus the
way actions are rationalized.
• Level three: Ideas and assumptions which Influence and unite peoples' behaviour, and
form the core of a so-called corporate culture.
3 Definition: Organizationculture is reserved for the implicit and non-debatable level
of an organisation's Innerbeing - its basic nature and faith, the source of its
uniqueness in all other areas.
- Three levels of corporateculture are distinguishable. each having an influence over
the other and all on differing dimensions:
• Level one - surface culture: Particular material objects and products ofculture;
visible/observable behaviours (actions) and communications of members. These
aspects are explicit and therefore the least difficult to change,
• Level two - Intermediate culture: Shared values, norms, perceptions and attitudes
which are mostly context-specific. As this Isa combination of Implicit and explicit
It may be more or less difficult to change.
• Level three - deep culture: Shared core or central assumptions and beliefs about
the world. As this Is impliCIt. it is a very difficult aspect to chanae.
Sources:
1 Schein. (1984:29-31>.
2 Smith. (1988:12-13).
3 Pietersen. (1991 :26-31).
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culture which Is afraid to enforce the rules? Pietersen points out
that these aspects are the least difficult to change, as would be the
case (In the 11 lustrat Ion above) If the dress code wou ld be altered
and the new disc ip1ine enforced.
The second level of shared va lues, norms, percept Ions and att itudes
centres around the manner in which people describe, motivate and
justify their actions. All three authors hint that the reasons and
just if teat tens supplied by members of a particular group aren't
necessarily the true motivators for their actions. Often as Schein
(1988:42) states, the underlying reasons for their behaviour remain
concea led and unconsc icus: and can only be Identified if one were to
look at the deepest level. The following should serve as a good
illustration of second level behaviour: "management-by-memo" or the
overly strict conformance to company policy and procedures would be
just ified as being the only right way for employees to interact;
whereas it is in fact an attempt by the employees to cover their
act ions in case something was later found to be incorrect. Poorly
performing companies often have strong dysfunct iona 1 cultures which
are being focused on internal politics as opposed to emphasiZing
cus tomers and the peop le who make and se11 the product (Pearce &
Robinson, 1991:346). Being a combination of explicit as well as
impl Ic tt factors, this level can prove to be a formidable obstacle if
change is to be brought about.
The last· and most complex· level relates, to the so-called deep
culture, which bas tea lly consists of ideas and assumptions which
influence and unite peoples' behaviour. What happened a few years
ago at Rolls Royce is an Illustration of the point: When asked to fit
Japanese supp lied steering wheels to luxury sedans, the workers
refused by stating that only British products \IIOuld be of adequate
quality to be fitted into a Rolls Royce. Even though the Japanese
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product might have been of equal or better quality, it was these
peoples' belief that anything non-British was not worthy of being
used. As this level of corporate culture sometimes borders on
dogmatism and is essentially implicit. it is a very difficult aspect
to change. Unfortunately however, if true change is to be brought
about - as would be involved in the implementation of a TQM system -
a11 three leve 15 of corporate culture wou ld have to be taken into
account and a suitable fit created between culture and the strategies
followed (Ciampa, 1992:113-117). Whether this is possible and which
factors need to be taken into account will be discussed in the
following sections.
4.3 Can corporate culture be managed and altered?
To neglect or underestimate the importance of culture In
institutionalizing a new strategy or vision could prove a costly and
fata 1 blow in the long term. People and culture - the human systems
of a company - are what make or break any change initiative. In a
recent survey of 531 companies that had restructured their
operations, it was found that the most-often cited barriers to change
were emp loyee res istance and "dysfunct iona1 corporate culture"
(Stewart, 1994:62). As a consequence, managing culture to
successfully implement a strategy becomes a critical issue - an issue
tha tis easy to sta te yet exceed ing 1y diff Icu 1t to manage. The
cr i t ica 1 issue that has to be managed is to ensure tha t the cu lture
"fits" with the implementation requirements of the chosen strategy
(Pearce & Robinson, 1991:347).
Experts disagree as to whether it possible to actively change and
mould corporate culture according to the dictates of a strategy
followed, as might be required within TQM. To facilitate the
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understanding of this issue, it is possible to distinguish between
organizational culture and cltmate. Organizational climate is the
sum total of I1\embers' perceptions relating to various aspects of
their organization and culture denotes the holtstic concept. Climate
thus forms part of the more or less man ifest and conmun tcab le aspects
of the organisation. It can be argued that it is more feasible to
attempt to effect changes at the intermediate level of the so-called
organizational climate. Attempts to change deep seated assumptions
and central (level three) values are not feasible, or sensible for
that matter. It should also be clear that certain dimensions of
corporate culture· notably the surface or material level together
with aspects of intermediate culture - can be managed a,nd changed
(Pietersen, 1991:30).
As is the case in many management
viewpoints exist which can be
dist inguishable camps:
fields, a numbdr of differing
grouped into three fairly
•
•
•
optimists;
cultural pragmattsts; and
cultura1 purists.
The opt imtsts, who most ly cons ist of managers and human resource
professionals, believe and, in many cases, are convinced that
corpora te cu 1ture can and shou ld be managed. An illlportant
distinction has to be made between cultural pragmatists and purtsts.
Cultural pragmatists believe and wish to change and manage culture.
Corporate culture is regarded as one of the key I18chantsas or
variables with which to enhance and illlprove productivity,
organ izat iona 1 cOllllllitment and effect iveness. Cultura 1 purists, on
the other hand, find it difficult to accept that an organization's
culture can be changed in a planned and rational unner. For purists
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It is a case of an organisation being a culture, a "mini society· -
rather than having or possessing a culture (Pletersen, 1991:30).
Another aspect which has not been mentioned so far, Is the
interrelationship between the organizational culture found and the
relative maturity level of the corporation or group. The
evolut ionary perspect Ive highlights the fact that the culture of a
group may serve different functions at different times and that most
companies at some time progress through the following three stages:
•
•
•
formation and early growth;
organizat ional mldlife; and
maturity and possible state of decline.
According to Schein (1988:42) the culture in young organizations is a
"glue" or source of identi ty and strength, and these
founder-dominated companies need their cultures as a way of holding
together their organizations.' If a young company's culture is
genuinely maladaptive In relation to the external environment, the
company wi 11 not survive anyway. Even if one ident ified needed
changes, there is 1itt le chance at th is stage that one cou ld change
the culture. In organizational midlife, culture can be lllanaged and
changed, but not without considering a 11 the sources of stability,
such as functional, geographic, and other groups which have cultures
of their own - some which will confl tct with each other. After
reaching a stage of maturity, decline often occurs due to mature
markets and products, or fro. excessive Internal stabtltty and
innovatton-numbtng comfort. Organizations uy need to change parts
of their culture; provtded they can obta in the necessary insight.
Such managed change wt11 always be a painful process and will eltctt
very strong resistance. Moreover, change lay be imposstble without
replactng a large number of people who wish to hold on to all of the
orig i na1 culture (Schetn, 1988:42).
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As should be clear from the diverse views expressed above, there
appears to be no clear and def init ive proof tha tall aspects •
inc 1ud ing the deepes t leve 1 of corporate culture can be
purposefully altered. What Is of importance to the TQH movement is
whether It is poss Ible to suffle ient ly adapt and manage the corporate
culture of organizations for the Total Quality system to be
effectivej even though the "deep" culture· Initially at least· may
rema in unchanged.
A1though no outr ight answer Is poss tb le, there is at least some
consolation In the fact that a select few companies have been able to
successfully manage what is known as "corporate chanqe". For many
companies there is no alternative to change and definitely no time to
postpone the transformation process. As their survival would
otherwise be threatened and due to fears that, some aspects of
corporate culture may be virtually impossible to alter, the process
of change is often inevitable. "In the end it is perhaps a case of
change whatever you can, accept those aspects of culture which cannot
be changed, and pray for gu Idance to te 11 the one from the other"
(Pietersen, 1991:31). '
4.4 Management of change
Managers who are confronting the need to revolutionize their
organizations have good right to fear unforeseen outcomes as a result
of the change process. What makes the process even more difficu lt is
that no single or exclusive model of such change exists: IIlc1nagers
may successfully orchestrate change through the use of a wide variety
of techniques, from outright coercion at one extreme to subtle
seduct ion through the Introduct ion of new techno log ies at the 'other
extreme (Schein, 1988:42).
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Faced with such diverse modi operand t , the question is often posed as
to wh ich strategy should be fo 11 owed to set in mot ion corporate
change within organizations. A variety of possible approaches will
be discussed.
4.4.1 Transformation in four major American companies
In a recent article by Sherman (1993:40-44). four top Chief Executive
Officers who had attempted radical change in their organizations were
brought together to share ins ights about corporate change. To
highlight the different approaches which could be followed, their
views are illustrated below.
• Genera1 Electric CEO, Jack Welch
No ma intenance of status quo is possible with a necessity for
constant and never ending change being vital.
Leaders must create an environment where people understand that
change is a continuing process, not merely an event.
On the quest ion of gett ing employee comnitment, clear and
dramatic reality will give people the rationale for change.
• Al1iedSignal CEO. Lawrence Bossidy
To inaugurate large-scale change. you may have to create the
burning platform; this being equivalent to giving people a
reason to do something differently. Examples relating to the
real world, such as product development and shlilar activities
can get people IlOtivated.
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Scaring people isn't the answer and one should try to appeal to
them. The more it is understood why you want change. the eas ier
it becomes for people to cOnlllit to it.
Emphasis should be on teamwork as opposed to individual
contributions. Hierarchy and authoritarian structures don't
involve as many people. which is the reason why employees don't
buy in.
* Ameritech CEO, William Weiss
The best way to get peop 1e to accept the need for change is not
to give them a choice. The organ ization has to be made aware
that there's a leader at the top who has made up his mind, that
he Is surrounded by other leaders who have made up their minds,
and that they're going to drive forward no matter what.
• Tenneco CEO, Michael Walsh
"The main requirements of leadership are guts and judgement. To
win trust, you have to make yourself vulnerable. You've got to
be out there dea 11ng with rea 1 problems, on the front line where
people can watch you and personally size you up" (Sherman,
1993:44) •
4.4.2 Mode 1 for revolut lonary change at Genera 1 Electric
Tichy (1993:52) presents a interesting approache towards corporate
transformation tn a IDtnt·manual called "A Handbook for
Revoluttonartes·, whtch is destgned to help a company's leaders plan
and gutde radtcal organlzat tona1 transfonut ton. A corporate
revolutton is a parttcular type of drama with protagonists,
antagontsts, dramattc themes and a grtpplng and deep plot played out
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over three acts. These are the Awakening. when the need for change
is realized; the EnvisIoning. when a vts ton is created and workers
are mobilized; and the -Re-architecting," whIch deals with the design
and construction of a totally new organizatIon. The protagonists of
this drama are the people who seek change and set the revolutIonary
plot in motion. Inevitably, there are antagonIsts or people who hold
tightly to the company's old ways and resist change at all costs.
The end of the transformation is exhilarating and leads to a feeling
of rebirth and achievement. Then the process cOl1l11ences anew (Tichy,
1993:52).
Especially in the first or awakening phase one is bound to encounter
a great deal of resistance, especially cultural res'tstance.
According to Tichy (1993:53) the cha in of cOllll1and is where much
resistance resides because people's vested interests are at stake.
This is why there is a need to stir up all the populace; and begin to
deve lop new leaders for the new reg ime. One needs to create a new
set of values and templates. Revolutionaries overturn the current
system and replace it with one of their own devising. They do not
re 1y on the chain of conmand to br i ng about quantum change - they
grab the "pol tce , media and education system-. The police refers to
the internal auditing staff, the media deals with all forms of
COlllllUnicatlon and finally the education system stands for the
company's training facility (Tichy, 1993:53). By having created a
realistic analogy between organizational change and true 11fe, Tichy
has achIeved in changIng the transformatIon process to be IDOre
accessible - yet still a highly treacherous path.
4.4.3 Hodel for flexIble aaanagement of corporate change
Managers often find it diffIcult to think through the relationship
between a finn's culture and the critical factors on which strategy
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depend. They quickly recognize, however, that key components of the
company - structure, staff, systems, people. style - influence the ways
in which key managerial tasks are executed and critical management
relationships are formed. An implementation of a new strategy is largely
concerned with adjustments to these components to accomnodate the
perce ived needs of the stra tegy. Consequent ly, manag ing the
strategy-culture relationship requires sensitivity to the Interaction
between the changes necessary to implement the new strategy and the
compatibility or "fit" between the intended changes and the firm's
present culture. A simple framework has been established for managing
the strategy-culture relat ionsh ip by identifying four basic sltuat ions a
firm may face (Pearce &Robinson, 1991:348).
Si tua t ion 1: Many changes required and high potential compatibility
with existing culture - link to mission.
Although severa 1 changes in structure, systems, procedures and other
fundamenta 1 aspects of the firm may be requ ired; most of the changes
are potent ta lly compat ib le with the exist ing organizat iona 1
culture. Firms in this situation usually have a tradition of
effective performance and are in a very promising position of being
able to pursue a strategy requiring major changes. Yet, they are
st 111 bound to benefit from the power of cu1tura1 reinforcement.
The following conditions however, have to be met for the changes to
be effective:
* key changes should be visibly linked to the basic company
mission;
* emphasis should be placed on the use of existing personnel to
fulfil strategies;
* care should be taken if adjustments in the reward system are
needed; and
* key attention should be given to changes that are least
compatible with the current culture.
Situation Z:
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Few changes required and high potential compatibility
with existing cu l tura v maximize synergy.
As on ly a few organizat iona 1 changes are requ ired and these are
potentially quite compatible with its current culture, firms in this
situation should maximize their internal synergies. This would be
achieved by emphasizing two broad themes:
* taking advantage of the s i tuat ion to re inforce and so lid i fy the
current culture; and
* using the time of relative stability to remove organizational
roadblocks to the desired culture, such as key personnel being
opposed to the new direct ion taken.
Situation 3: Few changes requ i red and low potent ia1 compat ib t l i ty
with existing culture· manage around culture.
As the organizational changes - albeit few ~ are inconsistent with
the firm's current organizational culture, the critical question is
whether management can implement the changes with a reasonable
chance of success. Should the "cultural r tsks" of the intended
changes be too great, then the firm can increase planning and
coordination personnel to manage around the culture in iilplementing
the new strategy. A firm can manage around the culture in a variety
of ways: by creat 1ng a separate fim or dlvts ion; using task forces,
teams, or program coordinators; subcontract; bring in an outsider;
or sell out. These are a few of the avatlable options, but the main
idea is to create a method of achieving the change desired that
avoids confronting the incompatible cultural norms. As cultural
resistance diminishes, the change lDay then be absorbed into the
firm.
Situation 4:
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Many changes required and low potential compatibility
with eXisting culture - reformulate the strategy.
This situation represents the most difficult challenge in managing
the strategy-culture relationship, as changes are incompatible with
its current, usually entrenched, values and norms. A firm in this
s ituat Ion faces the comp lex, expens ive and often long- term cha llenge
of changing its culture. "According to numerous consultants in
organizational culture, it is a challenge that borders on
impossibility." (Pearce & Robinson, 1991:352.) If all
organizational changes are truly necessary and there is very little
expectation that the changes will be acceptable and successful, the
firm should reformulate its strategic plan so as to make it more
consistent with established organizational norms and practices.
It is fe 1t that the above-ment ioned model by: Pearce & Robinson
(1991: 344-359) presents a workable compromise to the various scenarios
facing most firms who are intent on managing change. The author feels
that the above-mentioned IIIOdel can be of considerable potential use to
management. It acknowledges that in some companies little transformation
is necessary in terms of culture, while the corporate culture of others
may in fact be unalterable .
.
4.5 Other factors relating to change management
After having looked at a number of poss ib 11 it ies on how change can be
managed, it is a150 necessary to dea1 with some related issues. Two
important aspects, wh tch will direct ly impact upon the success of the
transformat ion process are the res fstance to change, and the type of
leadership and stewardship shown. It is necessary to look closer into
these issues as the apt handling thereof wi 11 greatly illlprove the
probab l11ty of the TQM system be ing effect ive ly imp le.ented.
4.5.1 Res istance to change
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Resistance to change is a manifestation of the inborn characteristic of
man to strive for security, if the fear of something new outweighs the
cur tos ity there in. Another proven human tra it is to prefer comfort over
exertion, and certainty to uncertainty. Comfort also often goes hand in
glove with a natural intransigence to adapt and change. New developments
frequently require rethinking and re-learning, which is tiring and
therefore to be avoided (Berger & Borkel, 1992:61). There are obviously
other reasons which set in motion a resistance to change. These include
aspects such as fear, distrust, beliefs, desires and misunderstanding.
In addition, resistance to change often occurs due to the fact that
people like to stick to their familiar and routine work practices,
assumptions and values, as these wou ld have taken shape over the course
of time. One of the most difficult aspects for management to deal with
relates to individuals who reside in a position of power and are very
intent on preserving their authority within the old: status quo (Smith,
1988: 12).
4.5.1.1 Forms and degrees of opposit ion
Res istance to change can take many forms. The part tcu lar form depends
upon the individual's personality, on the nature of the change itself. In
addition the attitudes toward change, as well as forces deriving from the
group, the organization and its environmental context, all play an
important role.
The spectru. of possible behaviour toward a change tncludes the
following: acceptance, indifference, passive resistance to active
resistance. Various fonlS of acceptance are possible, frol enthusiastic
to passtve resignation. Passive resistance starts to be a potentially
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harmful means of resistance with individuals actively protesting and
do ing as little as possible. Act ive res Istance is the most detrimenta 1
form of oppos it ~on and contains act ions ranging from slowing down and
absenteeism, to de liberate spoilage and sabotage (Judson, 1991 :48).
4.5.1.2 Hanageab il tty of some aspects of resistance
According to Judson (1991:44-45) resistant feelings held by individuals
wi th in organizat ions are a funct ion of "givens" wh Ich are beyond the
manager's ability to influence as well as "variables" which the manager
can influence to varying degrees. The aspects which are beyond
management's ability to influence are:
*
*
*
•
predisposed apprehensiveness about any change;
inherent threat to specific change;
sense of personal security; and
trust in management, union and work group .
Variables that managers can influence to varying degrees include:
*
*
*
*
specific apprehensions which remain unanswered (or hopeful
expectat ions confirmed);
conflicts with cultural beliefs and norms;
past events prejudicial against (or in favour) of the change; and
irritation (versus satisfaction) with the manner of the change.
When instituting any particular change, IIanagement can fully control the
influence of only two distinct factors. One of these is the extent to
wh Ich conflicts between peoples' interests and those of the organ izat ion
are rationalized, and how IUny and how effectively questions and fears
about their unknown futures are answered. This applies equally to
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changes that threaten fundamental personal needs. Management can also
control the manner in which the change is introduced and implemented. On
the other hand. management has 1im ited contro lover the influence of two
other factors. One is apparent conflicts with prevailing cultural
be1iefs and norms; and the other is the way in wh tch apparently re levant
historical events are interpreted (Judson, 1991:45).
4.5.1.3 Clima te for change
An additional factor which is influencable by management relates to the
so-called climate for change. It implies a certain readiness for the
transformation process to occur. A large number of research stud ies
point to several conclusions about conditions for success in planned
change efforts. Kast & Rosenzweig (1985:634-635) postulate that an
organization can be changed more easily if the following conditions are
met.
*
*
*
*
*
If the organlzat ion is invaded by libera 1, creative and
unconvent ionalouts iders with fresh perspect ives; and these
outsiders are exposed to creative, competent and flexible
socialization agents internally.
If it is staffed by young. flexible. supportive and competent
boundary personnel.
If it is structurally complex and decentralized.
If its members have positions that are sufficiently secure and
protected from status risks involved in change, and wi 11, therefore
not act as a major impediment to it.
It is located in a changing. modern, urbanized setting where it is
in close cooperation with a coalition of other ccseopo l f tan
organizations that can supplement its skills and resources.
Although to be handled with c lrcumspect ion, • the research seems to
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indicate that the conditions under which any given strategy is applied,
that is. the situation Into which an Innovation is introduced. seems to
be as critical as the strategy itself ... " (Kast & Rosenzweig,
1985:634-635). The significance of this section on conditions for change,
lies In the fact that management can positively influence the conditions
which will have a distinct influence upon the resistance experienced.
For example should high-status people not feel threatened they will put
up less res istance to change than when they perce ive themselves to be
threa tened.
4.5.1.4 Overcoming barriers to change
Numerous ways exist in which management can deal with the obstacles which
are put up by employees and an organization's corporate culture. Smith
(1988:13) supplies a number of possibilities which .could be tried to
bring about change. while at the same time dealing with resistance.
•
•
•
*
Management development might take a long time but would be positive
in terms of internal recruitment and the positive influence on
corporate culture. This wou ld be done In conjunct ion with select ive
recruitment and placement of individuals destined to typify the
"new" corporate cu 1ture and st ra teg ies.
A change in the organizationa1 structure may be instrumental in the
transformation process, with the motto followed being "adapt or go".
By honouring and rewarding achievements which assist the
transformat ion process is poss ib ly the most important single step
taken to motivate employees to move along the newly chosen path.
Firing the managing director might be a drastic step, but could - tn
some situations • be the only method in which the necessary
corporate change could be brought about. That Is If his or her
successor incorporates the requ ired qua lit ies and Is In line wi th
the Intended corporate culture (Smith, 1988: 13).
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Resistance to change Is a difficult issue to conquer and it is up to
every manager to find a way on how to dea1 with it. A1though there are a
number of thtnqs which can be done to limit the possible debil itat ing
effects which an transigent corporate culture could have, It is the
leadership and courage which is shown that will ultimately playa vital
ro le in bringing about successfu 1 change.
4.5.2 Leadersh ip
Tichy & Devanna (1986:432) write that at a time when most economies 1n
the industria11zed world are in the midst of major upheava 1 and
transformat ion, a new type of leadersh ip at the middle and senior leve 1s
of corporations 1s desperately needed. It has become increasingly
important for organizations to develop leadership with the courage and
imagination to change the antiquated corporate 1tf~tyles. What's needed
is not the old style of transactional leadership, but a new
transformational leadership. Transactional leaders were fine for an era
of expanding markets and non-existent or ineffectual competition. In
return for their unabiding compl iance, rewards were issued. These
managers changed little; they managed what they found and left things
pretty much in the same way as they found them, when they moved.
Transformat iona 1 leadershtp • on the other hand - is about change t
innovation and entrepreneurship. This brand of leadership is a
behavioural process that is systematic, consisting of purposeful and
organ ized searches for changes t sys tematic ana lys is, and the capac i ty to
move resources from areas of lesser to greater productivity (Tichy &
Oevanna, 1986:432).
4.5.2.1 Various leadership styles
It is clear from the scenario portrayed above, that a distinct change in
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the type of leadership is required in the midst of so much dynamism in
all spheres of economic activity. Although transformational leadership
is probably the best way of dealing with the tremendous turmoil and
cont inuous change. unfortunate ly in the rea1 wor ld there are many
managers who do not fall into this category. As James O'Toole. a
professor and leadership expert points out. "Ninety-five percent of
American managers say the right thing. Five percent actually do it"
(Huey, 1994:18). In a recent study in Germany. over 4500 managers took
part in a survey to determine what their style of leadership was. In
order to allow for some kind of grouping, five distinct categories were
identified. It should be noted that in practice most managers are in
fact endowed with all five traits. but that these differ in the way they
have been developed. Usually one of the five categories is most
pronounced and it is rare - if not impossible - or someone to be equally
endowed with all five (Scherer, 1993:40-42). The five types are:
*
*
*
*
*
issue orientated with emphasis placed on cooperative behaviour
(found in 27 percent of all respondents);
authoritarian and unstable (18,7 percent);
1a issez fa ire (24,6 percent);
authoritarian and directive (16,3 percent); and
cooperat ive (with 13,5 percent of the tota1).
The most important attribute of issue-orientated and cooperat ive manager
is his uncanny ability to combine the advantages of his cooperative
leadership style with other methods of his goal-orientated behaviour; yet
without slipping into an authoritarian IIIOde. These individuals are
particularly endowed when it comes to employee motivation during
discussions. The criticism given is constructive and motivation is
achieved by praise. No fear exists for potential conflicts which are
solved by INking his or her decision - and IIIOtivation leading to the
decision - quite clear. When it comes to controlling subordinates, these
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managers will readily do so in order to allow for the set results to be
ach ieved. Another prominent feature of managers fa 11lng Into th is
category Is the situational leadership shown whenever necessary.
When compared aga Inst the other poss tb le leadersh ip styles, this type of
management Is probably the closest to the profile required for
entrepreneuria 1- and results orientated bus iness leaders. Team
orientation is an automatic consequence of this leadership armour, as it
is rightly assumed that only by having motivated and content employees
are personal results to be achieved (Scherer, 1993:41).
As the remaining styles are not ideal, a lesser degree of emphasis will
be given to them. In case of a manager being authoritarian and unstable,
the problem is one of major insecurity which manifests itself in
irrational behaviour and great importance being attached to the issuing
of cOlllllands and directives. The la issez-faire type manager can a lso be
regarded in a negative light, as this person would attempt to dodge all
difficult decisions and conflicts. A lack of decisiveness and inability
to persevere are the to-be expected consequences of this sort of
behaviour. The authoritarian- and directive kind of manager is probably
the second most suitable candidate to have within an organization's
leadership ranks. As these people are predictable and work according to
set principles and rules, their ability to act and lead is
unquestionable. The opposition to tea~ork and inability to delegate
authority to subord inates, however, are his biggest weaknesses and make
obsolescence a distinct possibility in the years to come. Finally, the
all-out cooperative manager is completely opposed to authoritarian
methods of any kind. By giving full freedolD to his subordinates in
shaping their environment and actions, the problem is that all this
occurs with no distinct objective in mind and not necessarily to the
advantage of himself and the organization (Scherer, 1993:40-46).
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4.5.2.2 leadership style required for Total Quality Management
Before one can dea1 with the idea 1 leadership style to complement the
successful functioning of a TQH system in organizations, it is vital to
clarify why the traditional style of leadership can nolonger be
effective. Huey (1994:20) explains that back in the era of mass
production, when companies could succeed by merely doing more of what
they were already doing, hierarchy substituted adequately for
leadership. Companies could be just about leaderless but still very well
run - by middle managers, who operated by the numbers and by the book.
When technology rendered the managers virtually obsolete and competitive
pressure made them an unaffordable luxury, corporations "flattened" their
structures by pushing tradit lona1 management tasks down to the workers.
Then upper management • often to its surprise - sudden ly faced rea 1
leadership issues. In time, as the power of position continues to erode,
corporate leaders are going to resemb le not so much capta ins of sh ips as
cand idates runn ing for office. "They will face two fundamental tasks:
first, to develop and articulate exactly what the company is trying to
accomplish, and second, to create an environment in which employees can
figure out what needs to be done and then to do it." (Huey, 1994:20.)
The leadership required in TQM organizations differs significantly from
traditional companies. According to Dumaine (1993:39) there is a
distinct difference between the traditional style of management and the
one that is required for the future.
Old Manager type: New Manager type:
* Thinks of self as manager or * Thinks of self as a sponsor, team
boss leader, or interna 1 consultant
**
*
•
*
•
Follows the chain of cOllllland
Works within a set
organizationa 1 structure
Takes mas t dec is Ions alone
Hoards infonnat ion
Tries to master one major
discipline, such as
marketing or ftnance
Demands long hours
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• Dea Is with anyone necessary to get
the job done.
• Changes organizational structures
in response to market change
• Inv Hes others to jo In In
dec is ion-aak ing
• Shares Information
• Trtes to master a broad array of
managerial disciplines
• Demands resu1ts
•
Leadershtp Is no doubt one of the most Important assets that prospering
companies could hope for in the years to come. But it should all be put
into perspective. "The measure of leadership is not the quality of the
head but the tone of the body. The signs of outstanding leadership
appear primarily among the followers. Are the followers reaching their
potential? Are they learning? Serving? 00 they achieve the required
results? 00 they change with grace? Manage conflict? I would like to
ask you to think about the concept of leadership in a certain way. Try
to th ink about a leader in the words of the gospel writer luke, as "one
who serves." Leadership is a concept of owing certain things to the
inst Itut Ion." (DePree, 1992:?)
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4.6 Cone lus Ion
The importance of hay ing a support ive corporate cu lture for the
successfu1 transformat ion process to TQM cannot be suffic ient ly
emphasized. Peter Drucker wrote that management should not be regarded
as a mere discipline, but a "culture" with its own values, beliefs,
tools, and language. There has been an ineffective grabbing at gillll1ickry
and qUick fixes as we have felt the pinch, and this tendency has hurt
us. The "enemy" (of the Americans) isn't the Japanese or the Germans; it
is the limitations of our managerial "culture". The problem isn't
simple, and neither is its solution; no quick introduction of
uncoordinated parts will address the whole problem. Quality Circles,
team building and two-week organizational development programs, all have
their uses; but unless there is an overall fit of a l l managerial parts
across time, there wi 11 be litt le susta ined leverage and few resu lts
(Pascale & Athas, 1986:201).
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CHAPTER 5
NATIONAL CULTURES AND THEIR IMPACT ON THE APPLICABILITY OF TOTAL
QUAL ITV MANAGEMENT
5. 1 Introduct ton
The most wide ly used management theories and techn iques have the tr
origin in the industrialized countries of the West, and to a lesser
extent from Japan. Jaeger & Kanungo (1990:1-2) write that many
organizations in these industrialized countries have benefited from
these prescriptions; with the result that Western management thought
and practices have turned into "sacred cows" for industria 1
deve lopment. Countries in the deve loping world are advised, and
themselves feel, that they must strive to adopt Western thought and
pract ices in order to achieve economic prosperity within the shortest
possible time. Hence many organizational practices and management
training programmes in the developing countries in modern times are
based on an uncritical emulation and extrapolation from the
experiences of the economic growth model of Western nations. This
represents a gross disregard of the fundamenta 1 differences in
soc iocultura1 constra ints and loca 1 conditions and circumstances
which exist between the two worlds. Uncritical transfer of
management theories and techniques based on Western ideologies and
value systems has in many ways contributed to the prevailing
organizational inefficiency and ineffectiveness in the developing
country context. It Is clear that there is a need to establish
ind igenous management theories and practtees for use tn the
developing country context (Jaeger & Kanungo, 1990:1-2).
From the perspect ive of a company wh ich Is tntent on implement tng a
loca lized TQH vers ion into the South African env ironment, the tssue
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of finding a system that is suited to the country - and Its people -
Is crucial. This chapter will attempt to deal with some of the most
pertinent aspects relating to this quest.
5. Z Cu lture and the workp lace
The past number of years has seen a cons Iderab le amount of Interes t
being directed at the questioning of the so-called fundamental
cu lturally-based management assumpt ions In an attempt to enrich the
understanding of management and organlzat tona 1 processes. The
initial research objective was not to explore national differences
but to bring into focus some of the implicit management and
organ Izat lona 1 theories that managers carried 1n the lr heads. When
the surveys' results were analysed, it became evident that the most
powerful determinant of management assumptions was by far the
nationality held. "Overall and across 56 different Hems of inquiry,
it was found that nat lona lity had three times more influence on the
shaping of manageria 1 assumpt tons than any of the respondents' other
characteristics such as age, education, function, type of company ... "
(laurent, 1992:175-176.)
The findings made were of cons iderab le significance as the research
resu lts indicated that managers from different nat iona1 cultures
var ted widely as to their bas tc concept ion of what management was all
about - and a150 how they managed. Concept Ions of organizat Ions were
also found to vary as Widely across national cultures as did the
conceptions of the relevant managers. Additional research findings
led to the conclusion that deep-seated managerial assumptions are
strongly shaped by national culture and appear quite insensitive to
the more transient culture of organizations (Laurent, 1992:176-179).
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The cone Ius Ions to be made are qui te momentous. There appear to be
no un iversa lly appllcabIe management approaches, and the art of
management therefore has no exclusive homeland. Furthermore,
managers from different nat lona1 cu 1tures ho ld different sets of
assumptions, shape different value systems and get translated into
different management and organizational practices which in turn
reinforce the original assumptions (laurent, 1992:176-179).
5.2.1 Research on nationa 1 cu lture differences
Now that considerable differences between cultures had been
identified, social scientists were pondering about the reasons for
these differences. Many clues pointed towards values and their
subsequent impact on behaviour. Research by Hofstede showed how the
underlying va lues of any culture permeated through to affect human
interaction in that society, in addition to work and social values
(Head, 1994:64-65). The following premise was used: in order to
understand people, one needed to understand their backgrounds, from
which present and future behaviour could be predicted. It was felt
that the best way to look at people in organizations was in terms of
the socialization they received before joining the organization and
the socialization they received at work. Socialization is a term
from sociology which refers to the way in which a person is
conditioned by his or her environment. In industrial societies, the
f am l1y, the schoo1, the workp 1ace, and the conmun ity are the IDain
centres of soc ia lizat ion. Of part icular importance in the
socialization process is the transferral of the deepest level of
cu lture, name ly values. Va lues represent the "master progralmle", the
broad feelings, often unconscious and not discussable, about what is
good and what is evil, beautiful or ugly, rational or irrational,
normal or abnormal, natural or paradoxical, decent or indecent.
These feelings are present in the majority of the meni>ers of the
cu lture and will therefore be the IIIOst important source of
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; nformatIon on how people see management and how they wou ld want to
be managed (Hofstede, 1992: 140-141).
Essentially, Hofstede's research compares work-related attitudes
across a range of cultures, surveying 116000 employees (of IBM) in
over 50 countries in the process. Comparisons were plotted across
four dimensions, largely independent of each other. These are: power
distance; uncertainty avoidance; individualism versus collectivism;
as well as masculinity versus femininity (Head, 1994:65). Each term
is to be discussed indIvidually.
*
*
*
power distance: This dimension describes the extent to which the
less powerful members of organizations and institutions (like
the fami ly) accept and expect that power is distributed
unequally. It suggests that a society's level of inequality is
endorsed by the followers as much as by its leaders, and may
eventually be perpetuated on a hereditary basis (Hofstede,
1992:143).
uncertainty avoidance: This dimension measures how far different
cultures soc ia1ize their members into accepting ambiguous
situations and tolerating uncertainty about the present or
future. Members of high uncertainty avoidance cultures appear
anx lety-prone and devote cons iderab 1e energy to dea 1ing with the
future. Features of the low uncerta incy avoidance include lower
anxiety and job stress, a greater readiness to take risks, and
less ernot iona1 obstruction to change (Head, 1994:68-69).
Indlvidua lfsm versus collect ivtsm: Th is describes the
relationship between the individual and the group to which he or
she belongs. Individualist cultures stress individual
achievements and rights and expect the individual to focus upon
satisfying his or her own needs. Competition Is expected and
*5.2.2
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individual decisions are generally prized above group decisions,
with the individual having a right to thoughts and opinions
which diff'er from those held by the majority (Head, 1994:69).
On the collectivist side, we find societies in which people from
birth onward are integrated into strong, cohesive groups; often
extended fami 1ies that cont inue protect ing them in exchange for
unquestioning loyalty (Hofstede, 1992:143).
Masculinity versus femininity: In masculine cultures sex roles
are sharply differentiated, and traditional masculine values
such as achievement (defined in terms of recognition and wealth)
as well as the effective exercise of power determine cultural
ideals. Decisions by the group rather than the independent
decision-maker are respected. Men are expected to be assertive
and competitive. In feminine cultures - on the other hand· sex
roles are less sharply distinguished and little differentiation
is made between men and women in similar jobs. Achievement is
measured in terms of the 1iving environment and human contact
rather than of power and property, and motivation is generally
less. Members stress relating to others rather than competing.
Individual brilliance is suspect and the outsider and anti-hero
are regarded sympathet tea lly. In terms of relevance to the
workplace; the more sascul ine the culture, the greater the
importance associated wi th work and work re lat ionships (Mead,
1994:72) •
Discuss ion of findings
As South Africa was also amongst the countrtes studied, it is
pass ible to compare the results obta ined to those of other countries
and test them for va ltdity. In addit ion to the results of South
Africa, those of Japan, the East African region as well as the United
States will be shown. The figure in brackets indicates the rank out
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of 53 countries or the relevant index, which is denoted with an
aster Isk.
*
*
*
*
~: Moderate power distance (33), low individualism (39*),
high uncertainty avoidance (7) and highly masculine (95*).
SQuth Africa: High power distance (49), low to moderate
individualism (35*), weak uncertainty avoidance (49) and mildly
masculine (16*),
East Africa: Moderate power distance (21), low individualism
(27*), weak uncertainty avoidance (52) and feminine (41*)
United States: Low power distance (38), very high indivldua 11sm
(91*), low uncertainty avoidance (43) and masculine (62*).
In Interpret ing the findings, the characterizat ions of both Japan and
the Un Ited States correspond to wha t is common ly known about these
two countries. In contrast, when the scores of South Africa are
compared with those of East Africa one cannot be blamed for
wondering, what the compos It Ion of the South African IBM workforce in
1983 was at the time of the survey. It could be assumed that the
company was in those days predom Inant ly made up of wh i te
profess lana 15 t whose character is tics are probab ly more Inc 11 ned
towards the Un ited States or European countries. The assumption that
the sample group was not predominantly black - or not even in
relation to the black population's share of the total population -
may account for the higher Individua 1ism than East Africa, as well as
the masculine nature. Should one make the assumpt ion that the samp le
group cons tsted predollnant ly of wh He respondents, then an average
of the East African and (predominantly white) South African values,
may make up a more realistic portrayal of the South African society
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as a whole. As Mead (1994:73) rightfully points out Hofstede's
analysis is vulnerable on a number of counts, especially in its
assumption that national territory and the limits of the culture
,
correspond. As cultural homogeneity could not be taken for granted in
countries which included a range of culture groups of with socially
dominant and inferior groups such as Switzer1and t Belgium and South
Africa t great care had to be used in the interpretation of the
values.
In order not to overcomplicate matters it has been decided to deal
separately with so-called black and white values, based on
socialization principle and the differences in heritage, history and
language. The values of white people are assumed to correspond
rough 1y to their European ancestry or other former colonies such as
Austra1iat wh i 1st emphas is wi 11 instead be placed on the so-ca11ed
African - or Black - values. The reason is that the majority of
employees in many organizations are black. Also, it is vital for any
company wishing to implement. a TQM system to rather follow an
inclusivist approach - and in:Corporate Black values - than exclude
as was previously done.
5.2.3 Interpretation of Hofstede's findings
Based on the above, Hofstede's analysis should give the following
portrayal of traditional African values: From a power distance point
of view traditional Africans are culturally fairly tolerant of
pecking orders, with some pressure eXisting to move away from the old
order and reduce them. According to Mead (1992:67) in these
situations employees manage their work according to what the manager
wants. Coercive and referent power is stressed over reward, expert,
and legitimate power. This situation is not uncommon in South
Africa.
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It is felt that the individualism found amongst traditional Africans
is repressed or virtually non-existant, due to the proven
collectivist nature of most of Africa's traditional inhabitants.
Mead (1994:71) writes that within collectivist cultures a high
prem ium is placed on group 1oya1ty, and loya 1ty is va lued above
efficiency. The trade union movement - and the unquestioning loyalty
towards it by its members - is a typical South African example of
collectivist behaviour.
The research done by Hofstede (1992:135-145) indicates that
traditional Africans in this country could be described as having low
uncertainty avoidance tendencies. According to Mead (1994:68) this
would entail lower anxiety and job stress, a greater readiness to
take risks, and less emotional resistance to change. The opposite
conditions apply in countries with high needs to avoid uncertainty,
employees place a premium on job security, ret irement benefits and
health insurance. There Is a strong need for rules and directives.
The manager is expected to issue clear instruct tons and rules. Also
initiatives and activities are more tightly controlled. By looking
at the diverse uncertainty avoidance tendencies presently prevailing,
one can see the impact that western i zat ion and other influences such
as trade-unionism have had on the country's black population.
Whereas some employees· especially in rural areas - may still have a
seemingly noncha lant attitude towards work and going to work, the
trade union movement and the unemployment situation in general has
seen others regarding job-security matters in a very serious light.
Hofstede's findings led him to believe that the target group tested
had mascu line dominant va lues. According to Jaeger & Kanungo
(1990:11) I'Ilascul1nity expresses the extent to which the dominant
values in society are assertive, which relates to the acquisition of
money and things, and not caring for others, the Quality of life, or
people. Although this kind of materialism may have become part of
urban residents, Onyemelukwe (1973:2) states that the traditional
African custom is cOlllllUna 11 st Ic , directed towards others with
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ambitions being primary non-materialistic and more religious or
other-worldly. This cptnton stands in glaring opposition to
Hofstede's assert ions and a110ws for the reader to make his or her
own observat ions.
5.3 Research as to the existence of productive values and work
ethics
In another very interesting piece of research, du Plooy, as Quoted by
Parsons & Riley (1990:14) found a link between high economic growth
of a number of rapidly developing countries, and the values which
preva iled there. It was found tha t most of the economically emergi ng
nations were characterised by having low levels of individualism,
high or moderate power distance, and high uncertainty avoidance.
Such countries would favour some fonn of collectivism within their
relatively unsophisticated workforce, with autocratic or, at least,
authoritarian systems, and a preference for stable, well-structured
social conditions with moderate to strong ideologies and beliefs
(Parsons & Riley, 1990:14-15).
The countries falling into this category included Japan, Turkey,
Brazil, South Korea, Republic of China and Italy. Evidence suggested
that even though one should not ignore the educational influence and
advances in knowledge, va lues played a major ro le as these
represented the underlying forces from which att itudes and behaviour
sprung. Due to this link it seems as if productive behaviour may
require a springboard of ·product ive" values in order to manifest
itself. Unfortunately however, values held by cultures as a whole -
especially with regard the attitude to work - are of relative
permanence and can very seldolll be lost nor ga tned, but can be mere ly
inappropriately activated. This implies that although it is possible
to change individuals' and small groups' attitudes to work, to
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transform the work va lues of comp lete cultures ts a formidable - if
not virtually Impossible task (Parsons & Riley, 1990: 14-15).
5.3.1 Work eth tcs in South Afr tea
In trying to evaluate the prospects and shortcomings of any country
or society objectively, of the aspects that necessitate closer
inspections are the various work ethics held therein. As South
Africa is such a culturally diverse and multifaceted puzzle, it is
clear that numerous work ethics would exist amongst its inhabitants.
Work va lues are no longer regarded as the exclus ive product of any
particular cultural or racial heritage. Instead interactions between
the various mindsets have occurred, adding an array of mutations to
the wide variety of traditional values which were already in
ex istence. The most often quoted and espoused to work value is the
so-called Protestant work ethic, which links a social and personal
morality to the acquisition of wealth. It elevates hard work, the
preservation of wealth through savings and the careful use of time
and sustained meritorious accumulation (Parsons & Riley, 1990:15-16).
But ts the adoption of traditionally Western values really necessary
if the economies of Developing Countries are to experience comparable
growth and a similar gain In wealth? Jaeger & Kanungo (1990:6) write
that the emphas is on the Protestant work ethic stems from the often
held - yet erroneous - assumpt ion that economic progress in
developing countries could only be brought about by installing
Western values there. It is argued that as these had led to
prosperity in the First World, why should It be any different for
other countries? "For Instance, it has been argued that the lack of
a Protestant work ethic, religiosity, and consequent fataltsDl,
dependence, fami 11 SID, etc. are the connon soc tecultura 1 constra Ints
on eccnostc development In the context of developing societies·
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hence the perceived need for change and modern fzat ion through the
emulsification of Western experiences of organfzatlonal efficiency
and entrepreneursh ip" (Jaeger & Kanungo, 1990:6).
To those IndI v Idua Is who are ca 11fng for a more afro-centrfc
management approach, the adopt fon of the Protestant work ethfc to be
successful Is hfghly questioned ff not vfndfcated. Khoza
(1993: 119) Is of the oplnfon that the business world as current ly
conceptua ltsed and structured fn most South African corporat fons is
generally cast fn a Eurocentrfc mould, with lfttle or no cognisance
being taken of indfgenous world-vfews. For fnstance, thfs
Eurocentrlc arrogance pos Its tha t hard work and d111gence are a
funct ion of the degree to whfch one has assimilated and espoused the
Protestant work ethic. Thfs fs an affront to anyone wfth an Afrfcan
bel fef system whfch declares that the fndolent fn socfety are such
pariahs they do not deserve to get spouses. Precedfng "lobola" (a
dowry gift by the suftor to the brfde's parents), a future son-fn-law
has to supp ly ev fdence that he can work and prov f de for the family.
"As a genera 1 ru le most Afrfcan soc iet fes hold fndustry and diligence
in high esteem and view Indolence with deep contempt" (Khoza,
1993:119).
5.3.2 The establfshment of productive values In South Africa
If it is In fact true that African socfetles also place a great deal
of emphasis on fndustrlousness, then why fs South Afrfca plagued by
such notoriously low labour productfvfty, and what can organizations
do to awaken the dormant product fve va lues? As the reasons for the
low labour productfvf,ty warrant considerable dtscuss tcn, they fall
beyond the scope of thfs pfece. Instead, ft Is necessary to look at
and ffnd ways fn whfch productfve values could be awakened.
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Albert Koopman is a leading proponent of a more afro-centric approach
to management, who feels that companies should re-evaluate most of
the Western management premises and find ones which are suited to the
local environment. Koopman (1993:65) writes that the job of wealth
creation has always been seen to 11e in the white "entrepreneurial
spirit" so that human resources have never been allowed to fulfil
their social purpose. Employees have never been permitted to help
with the creation of wealth within their organizations as a result of
individualist and bureaucratic restrictions over their cooperative
va lues system. As soon as the worker obta ined a sense of pr ide,
dignity and self-respect with a concomitant involvement over matters
affecting his 1ife, he would experience a far greater sense of
justice. This in turn would develop the motivation to create wealth
and have liberated the work ethic (Koopman, 1993:65).
Although the involvement of employees in the decision-making process
makes good sense, the link between it and the changing of work ethic
is more camp lex than Koopman suggests. Based on extens ive research,
Cherrington (1980:127·128) makes some revealing observations about
the development of work values:
•
•
Work ethic attitudes cannot be deduced by a person having
undergone years of education. This suggests that the work ethic
is not taught in the educational system, and in fact slightly
declined as the mother's education level increased. Work ethic
thus seems to develop most readily in more traditional falltlies
where IIOthers are in the home tra in ing their young children.
It has been suggested that employees would be IIOre inclined to
believe in the significance of work and pride in craftslllnship
if they had more attractive jobs. "However, the evidence clearly
indicates that the work ethic is not associated with
occupational status, monthly income, job attractiveness, job
complexity, or job security. The implications of these results
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are that while Job enrichment, participative management, and job
autonomy may be important factors for work -or ientated employees,
they do not cause work ethic. Participation and loose
superv is ion cannot simp 1y be tos sed to the worker and expec ted
to promote an increase in work values. Also, discipline and
self-contro 1 are fundamenta1 characterist Ics of the
socialization process and very important elements in developing
a strong work ethic (Cherrington, 1980:127-128).
* Although a relationship between moral conmitment to the employer
and work ethic was observable, the study did not show whether
the work ethic increased cOI'll'llHment or vice versa. The
relationship is most likely an interactive one. As people's
corrmitment increases through greater identification with the
organization's goals, they probably acquire a stronger work
ethic. In turn, as peop le acqu ire a stronger work ethic and
begin to value work as a generalized intrinsic reward, they
probably develop a stronger conwnitment to the organization - but
not if the organization's goals are Illegal or contrary to
societa1 norms. Thus H appears that the work ethic and
corrmHment to organizational goals develop simultaneously as
part of a general value orientation (Cherrington, 1980:169).
Cherrington (1980: 150) further asserts that managers can teach work
values and that these are essentially brought about by good
supervision. Organizational changes, such as a new incentive scheme
and flexible work hours, have very 1ittle to do with the acceptance
of work as a terminal value. To stimulate greater acceptance of the
work ethic, managers do not need a new IOdel of human behaviour or
another novel theory of IDOt ivat ion; they IIere ly need to IIanage IDOre
effectively. The development of a positive work ethic does not occur
ina day or a week, but over a per iod of time, high-qua llty work
experiences can have a dramatic impact on work values. Table 5.1
contain the eight principles which Cherrington feels are necessary
for the value change process to take place.
TABLE 5.1
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PRINCIPLES FORDEVELOPING WORK VALUES
IPrinciple No.1. I
Establish an organizational climate that fosters positive work va/u.s and a
commitment to .xcellenc•.
A commitment to excellence is stimulated by:
• Group norms that encourage and support excellence.
• The example ofsupervisors who display excellence in their own work.
• An organizational mission which explains how the organization serves society.
• Organizational efficiency which maximizes the social benefits derived
from the efforts of the workforce.
IPrinciple No.2. I
Communicate clear expectationsabout productivity and high quality
workmanship.
• Performance and expectations can be communicated by supervisors,
peers, and even subordinates.
• Performance expectations often become a self-fulfilling prophecy.
• Expectations influence performancebychanging workers'
self-concepts, personal aspirations, and goals.
• Performance expectations can be effectively communicated during
the orientation ofnew employees.
Iprinclple No.3. r
Teach and explain the valueof work, the dignity of labor, and theJoy
ofservice.
• Insightful comments made during a teaching moment are more
effective than prepared Instructions.
• Enlightening and suggestive comments are more useful teaching
tools than detailed discourses.
• Relevant comments should be made patientlybut persistently.
Iprinciple No.4. I
Establish Individual accountability through ef(ectlv. delegation.
Effective delegation involves three steps:
• Establishing an agreement about the results to be achieved.
• Conducting periodic reviews to evaluate progress.
• Preparinga final accountability report.
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_______1( TABLE 6.1 cont
'Principle No.5. ,
Develop person,' commitment ,nd Involvement through Individual
choice ,ndpartJc/~t/on.
CommItment and involvement can be Increased by:
• Explaining the legItimacy of the organization's goals. The goals
should be ethical, socially worthwhile. and personally meaningful.
• Asking rather than telling employees to perform their tasks.
• EncouraglnQ Individual participation In Job redesign and goalsettlng.
"
'PrinClplo No.6. I
Provld. fo.dtnck on perform,nct through effect/ve
porform.nce,ppra/u/s.
Three aspects of performance should be evaluated:
• Personnel data (attendance. punctuality, and length of service).
• Production data, (quantity and quality of work).
• Judgments of others regarding spontaneousand innovative
behaviors beyond the normal job requirements.
Twoseparate performance appraisals are needed:
• Acontributions appraisal tor evaluating and rewarding past performance.
• Apersonal development appraisal to evaluate strengths and
weaknesses and to encourage crowth andleaminQ.
'PrinCiple No.7. I
Reward effect/v.perform,nc. with pay.nd other socl" reinforcers.
• Etfectjye performance should be highly rewarded with praise and recognition.
• Pay should bean appropriate reinforcement• that is. the
amount should beadequate and equitable. High performers
should receive more pay than low performers.
• Money should bean Important form of feedback about Individual performance.
• Money should beused toreinforce the significance and social
usefulness of performing a Job.
'Principle No.8. I
ConrJnulJlly.ncourage employHIln th.'r".,..on.' growth ,nd
.klll d.velopm.nt.
Woltersshould beencouraged to develop and follow their own
aelf-improvement and IkJU development
• PhYllca1 exel'Cile. to improve their health.
• Social developmenl toIncreaH their Interpersonal IkUII.
• Emotional developmenl tobUildgreater self·awareness and
emotionalltability.
• Intellectual developmenl to further their knowJedge. wisdom
and practiealskiUI.
• Charader developmenl to further their ethiCal and moral behaviOUr.
• Spiritual developmenl to foster a greater awareness of the
meaning of life.
SOurce: Cherrington. (1980:181·183).
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The importance of Cherrington's findings cannot be overemphasized,
for the following reasons.
* Work ethic and worker commitment are influenceable by management
through the adoption of an effective and supportive style of
supervision.
* The urge to achieve higher
craftsmanship can be installed
sound management practices.
productivity and high-quality
under suitable circumstances, by
* The basic tenents of Total Quality Management, such as the
involvement of employees and delegation of tasks and authority
are in harmony with the process of strenghtening work va lues
amongst employees.
The subsequent section will deal specifically with issues relating to
the propagation of work values and commitment, in the African
context.
5.4 Total Quality Management in an African cultural context
The creation of a management system, which incorporates the best of
the Japanese, the West and Africa is an altogether formidable task.
A variety of views exist as to whether it is poss ib le to import
foreign ideas - such as the Total Quality philosophy - into Africa.
Chapter two dealt e.xclusively with the question of whether the
importation of TQM into a Western environment was possible, and
conc luded in the affirmative; it is possible. But Europe and the
United States are not Africa, and the cu ltura1 differences between
its peoples are vast. Is an amalgamation process possible and how
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compatible are the African cultures to ideals and philosophies
originating from Japan and elsewhere?
Spoelstra, as Quoted by Smalley & Boeker (1982:160) is of the opinion
that there appear to be greater s imilarit ies between the Black South
African and Eastern cultures, than between the cultures of the West
and the East. If the fact that Black South African culture
corresponds more to Eastern than Western culture - and the transfer
from East to West is poss lble - , then it may be concluded that
Japanese management practices, inc 1uding the qua 1ity circle concept,
will fit well into the black cOl1l'llunity. Furthermore, Japanese
systems may be more applicable in South Africa as a result of the
particular cultural composition of its people. This means that the
application of the system here was more suited than in Western
countries (Barnard, 1993:71). A similar view is held by Maisela
(1993:15) who writes that the Japanese basts for success was their
culture of group-orientation and respect for one another. This
culture was similar to African culture "before it became polluted by
Western culture. .. Even though our countries are at a great distance
from one another, our spirits are very close" (Mahela, 1993:15).
5.4.1 An "Africanized" Tota 1 Qua lity Management system
The amalgamation of a TQM system with some African principles can
take many shapes. Seven particular points have been chosen and are
shown in table 5.2. Each of the issues IIK!nt ioned are of use and
cou ld be incorporated to create a system which is created around the
country and its diversity of people.
* "The Gravesian spiral" allows management to deal effectively
with all the major developmental values to be found in the
workplace. Probably the best feature about the values
TABLE 5.2 CULTURAL MODIFICATIONS FOR THE SOUTH AFRICAN
ENVIRONMENT
Coneepta: Concopt outline.:
1 • EnontlAlly seven different value Iyltems OXISt, in dlffenng dogreos of complexity.
different value syllema • Vllues arenot bound by a particular raco or gender, merelybylevel
• Grave~an spiral of development.
• Thon are: tribal, autocrallc, burelucratic, economic, la, syltem and globallstlc.
• Indicative of thla chango la a differing Interpretation of thoverb"manage-, with
othoractions auch aa -motivate·, "teach", ·diadpline·, ·Inftuonce", ·communla.te with·,
or "porauade· according to the complexity level Involved.
• A common core of Interperaona' managerial .kUla were Identl1ltd that
generated poaltlvo reaponlOl fromall the Individual valueIYlteml: they are
POlitenell"(civility)- , -opene.." Ind "Iutocracy" (lhIIl to Individual value avatom).
Effectiveness of qUllity 2 • Compillbllttyof Quality Clrelel wlIh tradillonal Black doellion·maklng forum.
elrelOI • Similirity to • Study of North Sotho'. -Kgorol" (Iutonomou. deeliion making unit In vUlage)
African culture revelled dlillnet almllariliel which can be uled to give aCI Ire more Afrlaan navour.
• SlmllariliellncJude partlelpatlve doeillon·maklng, alze 01 group, function and
relponllbilitiea of lelder. Interactionwith centrelauthority, valuOllnd ethics of the
groupandmethod In which leader II cholen.
• Bymaking uae of terminology IUchal "kgoro- (a QC), "rakgoro· (a team leader)
and "fa dlklkanyo· (a bralnltormlng), or limUar terminologyof another tribe:
the ac concept becomea more tlnglble to thelO people alit II thlnga which they
alreldy knowabout or at least have helrd about from theirDarentl.
Designing mollvalora 3 - Opportunities to belong to a lupportive group II valued highlyIna
lulted to the eunure • communalisllc group. In a Itrongly colledlvllt cuhure, tho Individual who advancel
Hofstede'l model hl""er personal Intereata may threlten the cohellon Ind ahlred Intereats of the
groupIII whole. In East Africa Ithal been found that thocommunity dominates
limoit alpects of thought: hence IOClaI needs are paremount, Ind needs for
individuallchievement deviant. Where Individualism Is frowned upon, membo... are
not Itlractld by Individual recoanltJon and the opportunitY to stend out.
No indIVidualistIC .. • IndlViduII monetary rewards maybe nght for North America, lneppropriate for
motIvators Japanandridiculous for Southern Africa.
Cultural drverslty II 5 • Research Ihaws that culturel dlVeralty can • under the rightcircumstances -
• tool to achIeve promote creativity, overcome group-think and load to betterdecision-making .
Incroased creativity • Tho galnl from diversity are not lutomatiC. and differencel In attitudes, values.
behlvlour, experience, background, expectations as welllllangUige hwie to be
overcome. The btggeat problem II tho lack of trult and to overcome long-held
Drejudicelabout people who spelk and behave stranaelv Ind hive different Ideas.
Trenacultural 6 • AI opposed to the llberatrve 'MIlte mode of thinkIng, bI8CkI subiUtute aetf·
management· eonfIdenee with vision and faith; aolf-elteem with the protoctton ofpride and
Koopman's proposal dignityandHlf-actuallzation withunity of t*ng at one withothtra.
• A number ofdistinct differences existbetween whit.. andbIadlvllue system:
rewardlpunlahment versus rejedlonlre<:ogrUtlon; maMgttntnt VI. 1MdetahIp;
MII·lnterestVI. communallnteralt; and directiVe VI. partlcIpat/Vt appt08Ch.
• Humanism at thO WOfkplace which IIIowa fat the -Uberatlon" oftheWOftc etNc.
• Tho SociII notwoftI organaallon would rule by people authOrtty, consensus
power, would be ..ns*l1Ve to human needs and by markedby Interdependence of Its
oeoole. II OPpOsed to paternalism. deoendence etc
Atrocent~ approlCh 7 • Management musl be approaChable, an atmosphere of InJonnallty II needed and
to management • thefe needl to be a tr.. flow of information.
Khoza • \Jbuntu"II buih upan aUDOQrtivenoli. eoooeration. aolidMttv Of' communaliam
Sourcn'
1 Beell & Linscott. 1991. S Anon. (19904171.
2 Teifel. (1992~1l. 6 Koopman. (199341·781.
3 Mead. (1994.208). 7 Khola. (1993:117·124)
.. Parsons & Riley, (1990:11).
**
*
*
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Identified by Graves, is that they are totally Independent of
race and gender, and merely deal with any person's stage of
deve lopment and the object Ives a Imed for.
The similarity of traditional African decision-making structures
and Quality Circles could be used to familiarize employees with
the concept as we 11 as to reduce fear and res is tance to change.
Hofstede's insight as to the collectivist nature of African
cultures should serve as a warning for companies not to
Implement incentive schemes, which only benefit the individual
and not the ach levements of the group. Th is view is supported
by Parsons & Riley (1990:14-15), who warn of the dangers of
Indlvldua 1tst Ic mot Ivators.
As most South African compan ies - and shopfloors - are a myriad
of cultures and races, the creation of culturally diverse
quality circles are a distinct probabfllty. Here It Is argued,
that cultural diversity could bring about increased creativity -
If the difficulties can be overcome.
Koopman and Khoza are two leading proponents of the Idea of
bringing tradlt lona1 African values and customs into the
workplace. This Incorporation process has numerous advantages
and could bring about a full realization of the so far
underutilized potential of black employees.
5.6 Conclusion
If South Africa Is ever to achieve the economic prosperity required
to substantially improve the standard of 1lvlng of the IIajorlty of
its people, Black South Africans will have to playa significant role
in this regard. In order for Black employees to contribute to
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prosperity, it is vital to make them part of the system. This can
only occur if the business processes are fundamentally realigned to
take a different set of va lues into account, and a11 ow for emp loyees
to show their 'full potential. Should the workforce remain to be
alienated and not see themselves as being part of the salvation
process, most efforts will be to little avail. Only if in the
implementation of productivity and quality improvement prograllllles
more emphasis is placed on matching the range of managerial systems
employed with those held by all the value sets within that
organization, can we realistically expect a marked improvement in
\ performance (Parsons &Riley, 1990:17).
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6. SU~Y, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
6.1 Introduct ion
In order for South African management to be able to utilize the
theoretical expertise, it is deemed necessary to deal with
observations from the "real" world. Opinions of managers who have
a lready attempted to bring about change, often provide crucial pieces
of insight, hunches and tips to others. This information - if
properly understood and used - can be a usefu 1 catalyst for the
convers ion process from theory to exper imentation; and finally to
systems which work and are understood.
6.2 Total Quality Management· - a South African implementation
timeframe
After having dealt with Tota 1 Qua lity Management and numerous factors
affecting its ability to funct ion effectively, one very important
question remains unanswered: "How can TQM be implemented into the
South African business environment?" Although a variety of
implementation methodologies are possible, the author feels that all
would share certain cOllll1Onalities in how they are structured.
Besides a similarity in the various sub-strategies used, the most
important realization has to be that the TOM life-cycle Is diVisible
into three dist tnct stages:
*
*
*
a preparat ion phase;
a trust, training and introduction phase; and
a follow-up, adjustment and ma inta Inment phase.
By going through the various phases as set out in table 6.1, the
tillM!frames set are believed to be realistic as well as achievable.
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TABLE 6.2 TOTAL QUAUTY MANAGEMENT PHASES
ActivltJes and Strategies to be ....pIoyed:
(PHASE 1 I
PeoplellraJnlna MoUvaUonICoro. culture CommunlcaUon Tools Infraslruchn
• Altitude surYey 01 aI • Fklding 01 8PP'0Jlf1a1e • Seminar 10 convince81 • Data endInfo. feedbadc • R....mHtinOI 01 ..
etTIClIoyees Incentives and rewards of the "need-to-change": for sections end COII..,r. en.,ao.... once • month
" Training of Housekeeping " Rec:ogIlitiot I 8W8I'ds: 1.) management - productivity ·,...••'Uof-~-
& Safety ReprMentativ'es Housekeeping. safety. 2.) other employees - 8bsenteeism .... or tAPAS (l.i8ison &
•M~ IIUdit of production. quality end • Brainstorrt*1g -delay "'~I"")
sltills to be covered stlendance. • Regular review and
- quaity
• Job-roCation • Social- and/or sportsday feedbadt of achievements • Tifne...8nd.moC sMty
• Ideutiflcalion o' oCher • Uniformswith nametags • Improvement 01 nividu8I
!raining activities departments end HdionI
• GoaIsetting as a
motivational technique
IPHASE 2 I
Pee .. "'oliva' . cuIlure Communication Toob Infrastrudute
• Training: •E~ on Herzberg's • 5elIingof vision,namely • Quaity c:irdes: .. levels • Erection oIlapas
ForemenisupefVisors theory: "don' even try 10 "the need-10<hange-. • Borrow loob from Klizen: • GoaIseftIng boards.
- Need-Io-change & 6M won: on motivators if your • Meeting of aD employees - Poka·yolte where eppkatlie
- Assertiveness hygiene fadors are stiI In so-caIed "Indaba" at -POCCdrde • Try end supply worbra
- I.R. fewsupervisor$ considerably Iaddng'". regular Intervals. -Kanban wiIh .. nec:en8ry
- Basics of timestudy • Balanced empowerment: • Daily~ with - OChers kilorn.oou
Teamleaden respons1bi1ity & owner$hip teamleaders. with 8 • Worttshops
- Need-Io-change & eM .eedback being given on
- MuftiWlling & Jobrotation resutts achieved.
- Asseftiveness
TOM training (Ouaity drdes etc.)
Management
- General & TOM training
- Need-to-change
'NoBen
• JoOroCation & TOM training
• Need-to<hange" & eM
- literacy &ABE lJaring
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6.3 Fundamenta 1 concerns fn the imp lementat fon process
A number of concerns are absolutely crucfal for the llke1fhood of a
succesful fmp lementat fon process to the fncreased. Issues relat ing
to the fnteraction of people, the achievement of discfplfne and the
influence of trade unfons are to be dfscussed.
6.3.1 Teams the natural consequence when dea1fng with
communalfstfc people
Individualism and the honouring of indivfdual achievements over those
of the group, are concepts which appear foreign to the African
psyche. Instead the cOlllllOn form of interact ion is based on group
consensus and decision-making, where the concerns of the individual
are less fmportant than those of the group in its totalfty. This
phenomenon is one whfch can be used to the advantage of South African
organfzat ions. A form of teamwork needs to be estab ltshed.
Wherever feasible, a number of employees working together in a
relatively coherent unft, should be structured into a so-called work
team or group. At the head of such a team stands a team leader, who
should fdea lly be a representative of the peop le and not a
"management lackey". Amode of elect ion which has been found to work
with reasonab le success a1lows for both management and the workers to
have a say in the chofce of the teamleaders. Although fraught with
numerous potential difffculties, the Group representative - or Team
concept has been found to work exceptionally well in one particular
COlDPany fn wh Ich it was employed.
To allow the reader to acquire a better understanding of the concept,
some append fees have been included to deal with some raajor aspects of
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the concept. Appendix 1 looks at the role and functions of a group
representat ive and shows an actua 1 document wh tch was used to
illustrate the, idea to the company's workforce. Appendix 2 deals
with numerous issues of the Group Representative system, while
spec Ifically look ing at aspects of interest to foremen and other
supervisory personnel. What exact ly are the Group Representat ive' s
res pons Ib lli ties, how shou Id the 11'" performance be measured and wh 1ch
supervisory act 1vit les need to be carried out? In appendix 3 various
aspects relating to the training of Group Representatives are
investigated and highlighted. Very high on the agenda are the issues
of multitasking (being able to perform various tasks), multlskilling
(being trained as a welder, packer and other activity) and job
rotation (systematic rotation of different jobs within a department
or section). To officiate the system of group representatives within
the organization studied, append1x 4 shows a genuine po 11cy
memorandum, as was issued in one company.
By mak ing use of the Group Representat ive system and delegating some
authority to a person carrying a verifiable degree of authority
amongst his peers, it becomes possible for the supervisor to start
working on what he or she should really be doing: dealing with
aspects relating to improvement and not only the controlling of
people and events.
6.3.2 The attainlllent of discipl ine and self-discipline
It is felt that one of the IIIOst important criteria for a successful
Total Quality Hanagelll8nt system Is the achievement of the necessary
levels of discipline - and especially self-discipline • alDOngst
employees.
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Greene (l993:xiii) makes a very thought-provoking statement about
potential achievements of individualistic versus group-orientated
employees. It ,is alleged that should the highly individualistic and
therefore innovative Americans be able to achieve the discipline of
the Japanese, they \!IOU ld achieve three to four times the Japanese
output. This alleged relationship between discipline and the results
achievable has considerable implications for South African
organizations. Black South African workers are not individualistic
by nature and are more In line with the Japanese style of group
thinking. The Japanese are however known for their discipline and
self-discipline, while South Africans are not renowned In this
terra In. South African industr ia 1 re lat ions are often marred by
wildcat strikes, protracted disputes and frequent union-management
disagreements; occurrences wh ich are not conduc ive to the creation of
discipline and self-discipline in employees.
To move beyond these problems and towards levels of stability and
discipline, which Is crucial for Total Quality Management to work
anywhere, is possibly the greatest challenge within the South African
environment. The creation of interna 1 company stabil ity and a cocoon
which is virtually unaffected by outside disturbances is difficult;
yet something wh tch should be a imed for If any TQM endeavour is to
prove effective. Equally important Is the issue of discipline.
Without discipline prevailing in an organization that Is intent on
implementing TQM, few sub-strategies have a chance of success. Most
sub-strategies call for a considerable degree of self-discipline
amongst employees to bear fruit. A fatled Qual Hy Circle Meting
should serve as a very good example of the need for discipline. Take
a case where Quality Circle is to be held, but one participant is
absent, the second still intoxicated from the previous night's
drink ing, the third loltertng time and not at the place of work,
while the last is only tntent on discusstng politics. What ts the
probabt ltty that anythIng producttve could come from thts affatr?
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Total Quality Management calls for a fine combination of both freedom
and a cooperat ive sptrit on the one hand, and firm discipline on the
other. As so!"e compantes have a wrong impression of what TQH
entails, they wrongly believe that it can only be achieved by
abso lute harmony with the workforce and the avoidance of any type of
s ituat ion wh ich could lead to disagreement; even if thts means that
discipline in the company has to be slackened. Based on personal
experiences, the author fee 15 that thts approach is dangerous and
short-sighted. Organizations should rather attempt to create a
dtsciplined environment first, before trying to implement strategies
which require high degrees of self-disctpline. Even if thts appears
to be a step backwards, it is better to sort the discipline issue out
before start i ng with Tota1 Qua 11ty Management. Shou ld one to lerate
low levels of disctpline init ta 11y and hope that these would sort
themse lves out along the way, then one wou ld very 11ke ly be forced to
install a belated discipline drive because of the various strategies
not functioning. Employees would become confused and mistakenly see
TQM as a " big stick", write if off as just another management ploy
in a different guise and in effect sink the programme.
6.3.3 Total Quality Management and Trade Unions
Trade unionism in South Africa is an undentable fact and part of the
socio-political reality. Although unions are often wary of Total
Qua 1tty Management, both often share a concern for an increased
humanistic orientation towards employees as well as the objective of
workplace enrichment. The ident ificatton of cOlllDOnaltties should
form the bas is for cooperat ion between management and the
shopstewards, and can develop into a very fruitful partnership if
adequately nurtured.
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This dissertation has Intentionally left out trade unions and their
influence on TQM in the South African environment. To debate as to
whether and ho~ unions will affect the success of TQM, is felt to be
of little worth under the circumstances. Even if it were true that
unions could have a debl1ltating effect on companies' intentions to
introduce TQM, would this realization deter them from attempting
change? Anyone expect Ing moon light-and·roses and fu11 cooperat ion
from unions during Implementation is definitely on the wrong track.
Regardless of whether the un ions mayor may not be in favour of the
new system, the onus lies wi th management to conv ince them of its
benefits and to persevere. As most organizations have very little
choice but to change, unions have to be made to understand that the
implementation of TQM is a matter of necessity and not luxury.
6.3.4 Leadership behaviour and followership readiness
Although the implementation process can be viewed from various
perspectives, it is felt that a concept borrowed from Hersey
(1984:123) and termed ·Situational leadership" provides a number of
gUidelines for South African management. Table 6.3 shows that one
essentially finds four basic types of leadership behaviour: tell ing,
selling, participating and delegating. Most employees are currently
managed on the telling· and sel11ng IIlOdus, due to low levels of
self-discipline and training, as well as an inability - or
unwillingness - to lOve towards delegation. Herein lies the
challenge for South African organizations.
Without self-discipline in workers to allow for delegation (and I
corresponding readiness In terms of abilities for the process to
take place, one 101111 always stay on the ·selling- or ·tel11ng-
stage. It is the author's firm opinion that all activities relating
to TQM can be traced back to two fundamenta 1 object tves:
...
TABLE 6.3 BASIC TYPES OF LEADERSHIP ST.YLES
SITUATIONAL LEADERSHIP
DcveJoptd by Paul Heney and Kenneth H. Blanchard.
STYLE OF LEADER
High
Relationship
and
Low Task
(HIGH)
r:~---'&ii~~
(LOW) .......a---- TASK BEHAVIOR
(Directive Behavior)
----II.~(HIGH)
I
MODERATE LOW
MATURITY OF FOLLOWER(S)
MliJlwd by CENTER FOR LEADERSHIP STUDIES
Copyr1fM 1971 by Qn",10' lndtrJhip S,udJ#J. All rllhu mtrWd.
May not H ttprodJ"ud in any /0"" witltoUI pmrtiuionlrom P·E COlUUltln6 Gmup SA.
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* the creation of a positive and self-disciplined mindset which
allows for responsibilities to be delegated and the
part tctpatlve process to comence. This is achieved by sound
communication and leadership skills amongst other things; and
* the supply and development of skills within the person, in order
for the delegation process to stand on solid ground. Training,
multiskilling, job enrichment and job rotation are examples of
how such skills are developed.
Both of the above-mentioned tasks are formidable and it should never
be assumed that the development of skills and the enrichment of work
leads to a rise in self-discipline. Although training ma,y in fact
assist in the establishment of a feeling of pride and contribute
towards self·discipline, it is by no means a natural consequence.
The message is that companies have to truly convince their people of
having the right att itude towards TQM. Mere training,: job-enrichment
and the improvement of working conditions will not bring about the
development of self-discipline.
6.4 Conclusion
The applicat ion of Tota1 Qua 1ity Management into the South African
environment is a complicated and arduous affair. The diversity of
the country's people, the differences in language and menta1ity, and
the variances in educat ion levels make it difficult for TQM to be
implemented and maintained. The best way to really come to grips
with TQM in an African environment, is to try one's hand at
illlplementation. As there is probably no -wrong- or -right- way to
achieve Total Quality, one cannot be blamed for IIaking mistakes; but
only for not trying.
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The role and function performed by
GROUP REPRESENTATIVES ~4
~t are the general tasks and responsUt1ll..ti§J
Q.f group representgUves?
Their main task is to help in the Improvement process 01 his
section. This refers mainly to the Issues of Qaallty,
Prodactl vity, Satety, H ousekeepfng and Haman relations.
Why are theY so 1mportgnt1
They are important becaase of the supportive roles
that they perform. Basically they help In Improving
the coordination of the production process and can
communicate their section's prodaction and other problems
directly to managemen t.
How are these people chosen?
They are chosen by all the people who work In that section.
It Is important that the chosen person's leadership is
accepted by his colleagues, as he will be their production
coordinator, motivator etc. The election of g.r. is not
an annual a1talr: once these people are elected and the
probationary period is over their posi tlon remains.
IU.bere a probgtiongrv per1QgJnvo~
The group representatives have to go through a 3 month
probationary period, a1ter which his performance in that
ttme will indicate whet her he will become a permanen t
groap representative or not.
:'tl.h.gU)aDpens to ex1lUng group reps. or ~ers1
Their pay grade remains anaffected. However, if another
person Is chesen as group rep. then the old rep. Is asked
to serve as an assistant to the newly elected represent.
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.w.b..gl1nteracUon is there between the group rep.
and the foreman?
The g.r. helps the foreman in achieving the target.
Normally the foreman gives the g.r. qulte a lot of
responlibll1ti.,s and daUel, which the g.r. can pass on to
his people If he and his team decide so.
W
• He m Ult be able to work with h Is team and in teract
with the foreman and management.
• He mast be able to communicate well, this means that
his EngUsh or Afrikaans shoeldn't be too bad.
• He mast be able to motivate his team so that they
can achieve their target.
• He mast be willing to get a lot of training to improve
his leadership, Ungaist Ie and other skills.
• He shoald be enthasiastic about the idea of improvement
and be able to spar his team on to never-ending
improvements.
What feedback will there be to management1
Once a month, a day before the Indaba, all g.r.'s will
meet with management to be informed aboet new developments
concerning everyone. Their feedback. problems etc. are also
to be conveyed.
The Shopstewards are also invited to these meetings.
Yl1!lJhere be a pay adjustment for group reps.?
Yes, a re-adJastment will take place bat only after a
seccesfal completion 01 the probationary period. The details
will however lUll have to be Unallsed.
He can have dailyIweek 1y meetings with hil team to talk
aboat and impl1ment improvement•. Also he has to give them
feedback on the meetings which he has with management.
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,The role and function performed by
GROUP REPRESENTATIVES:
.;----------------------
IWhat are the general tasks and responsibilities of Group Representatives?
Their main objective is to assist in driving the lmprovement process of their
section. This refers broadly to issues relating to Quality, Productivity, Safety,
Housekeeping and Human Relations.
)What is expected of the G.R.'s with regard communication?
The G.A. is essentially the intermediary between the foreman or any other
party (Quality, Logistics etc.), and the individuals working within that section.
Thus his function is one of specifically communicating with his superior to find
out what the objectives (Quality, Productivity, Training etc.) are, and then
to subsequently convey whatever has been discussed to his people.
It should be noted however, that his role is not one ofonly communication,
but also to play an active and dedicated role in the achievement of defined
objectives.
What role is envisaged for the G.A. in the achievement of objectives
as well as ensuring satisfactory routine performance of his department
or section?
The role is made up of 3 basic constituents:
A.) Achievement of objectivesor targets:
'.) Production targets
2.} Qualtty targets
3.} Housekeeping & Safety
4.} Employee Involvement targets (Training, Multiskilling,
Job-Rotation, Suggestion Scheme, Quality Circles)
5.) Other
B.) Employee Involvement& Representation:
t.) Motivation ofteam- or group members
2.) Participation in the improvement process
3.} G.A. acts as a representative of his team and carries
the responsibility of his people dunnq production - and
othermeetings
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C.) Supervisory function:
!He is given supervisory authority but isnot permitted or
;supposed to issue warnings (that go onto an individual's
.record); this formal procedure remains the responsibility of
;the foreman or other supervisory individual.
j However the G.A. still acts in a disciplinary capacity, which
:means that his and/or the supervisory person's permission is
:required in case a person wants to leave the line for whatever
! reason (e.g. Going to toilet, stores, telephone, First-Aid,
:Personnel orfor Shopsteward activities if applicable.
1.} TheG.A. is - similar to the foreman - responsible for
whatever occurs in his area; he is thus also accountable in
relation to the level of authority.
2.) As the G.R. is given authority, his actions and deeds should
be exemplary in nature and worthy of the responsibility bestowed
on him.
IWhat does the -job- or task of a G.R. look like? I
.Broad Job-description:
1.) The G.A. will interact regulary with his foreman or other supervisory
person to find ways in which the achievement ofobjectives (as set
out in the previous section) can be ensured. Whenever his foreman
or supervisory person is noton the line he takes over the authority
and responsibility of his section or area. In the case where overtime
is worked and the foreman or supervisory person is not present
(not working, not present insection or otherwise unavailable) the
G.A. serves as an "acting" Foreman; with the appropriate level of
responsibility and authority.
2.) The G.A. must havea brief daily meetingwith his team, whereby
the previous day's performance (quality, quantity etc.) is discussed
as well as the present day's objectives. It is also his explicit duty
to inform his people about meetings heldwith other parties on his
section's performance, with regard Production, Quality, General ete.
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3.) In cases where quality- orother ·objective· problems occur, his
responsibilities are asfollows:
a-: To notify his foreman as soon as possible
(E.g.: When any line stoppage occurs.)
b1-: To solve the problem as soon as possible, if the solution ofthe
problem doesn't require the Input ofa third or outside party.
(E.g.: Filing of copper tips or self-repair)
or
b2-: To notify a third or other party as soon as possible, if their
assistance is required in the solution of a problem.
(E.g. Major breakdown whereby toolroom ormaintenance Is called.)
4.) It isalso the responsibility of the G.R. in conjunction with the foreman
to ensure that the Targetsetting Board - wherever in use - is accurately
maintained and effectively utilized. He also has to ensure the integrity of
the data and figures used; this means e.g. the number of parts produced
and scrapped.
5.) The G.A. will by his actions furttier the objective of Co~tinuous
Improvement, by assisting e.g. in the multi-skilling process and others
which might follow in time. These include various aspects oftraining
(as indicated on a seperate paper) as well as other issues within
Employee involvementsuch as Suggestion Schemes, Kgoros (Quality
Circles) etc.
6.) The Job-description ofthe G.R. must be seen in conjunction with the
Job-description of the original task (Le. the activities for which he
is currently employed). This means that ifan individual was - before
serving as a G.R. - a Grade 2 welder; his job-description for this task
will remain the same with the addition of the Job-description forhis
function as a G.R.
7.) AG.A. will assist the Quality Inspector in the process of performing
First-otr inspections. This means that he will ensure that all operators
perform self-inspection of parts during the start of production, or
whatever period decided upon by the quality Inspector orhis supervisor.
e.) AG.A. will assist in ensuring that the labels used within his section
are accurate and correct; and if any problems are experienced the
appropriate department (quality, stores etc.) or individual is informed
so that the problem can be rectified.
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~ects of TRAINING'
A. GROUP REPRESENTATIVES
-------------,---- ---- - .'- --'.
=~.L.LRbl~A.tiy-e: ...:.,_==
Group Representatives need to be adequately prepared for their duties and
the substantial responsibility that they carry. One of the ways in which
this objective is to be achieved is by means of concentrating on 5 different
train ing - related aspects:
a.) Knowledge relating to the workings of the company and industry, e.g.
Industrial Relations, Communication, SM etc.
b.) Multitasking in order for the individual to also learn a wide variety of
tasks performed in his area, e.g. minor repairs and alterations to
machines, preventitive maintenance of machines, doing a visual quality
inspection, filling in a process sheet etc.
c.) Kalzen training to know the basics of the Japanese group involvement
techniques and the solution of problems. (Thiswould be the "World-class
Groupleader" training course that is offered by Samcor.)
d.) Multlskilling In order to improve his flexibility, insight into a number of
fields, level of motivation and pride.
e.) Other training if found necessary over time.
- Envisaged skills include (at this stage): C02 Welding
Spotweldlng
Packing
Metalfininishlng
Clinching/Press operating
Sealing
There Is an intention for a polley on Multiskilling to be drafted, which
would cover various aspects in this regard.
;2,) SpeCification: ij
,It should be noted that a G.A. should be willing to be trained in various disciplines.
: If a G.A. refuses to be trained for no valid reason, the policy on G.A. activities
I stipulates that this action will mean that his status as a G.R. is reneged and
:his responsibility allowance would be taken away.
.Valid reasons would almost exclusively be medical and each case will be
:evaluated on its specific merit.
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POUCY MEMORANDUM 23/11/1993
THE SYSTEM OF GROUP REPRESENTATIVES AT PLANT 3
POLICY AND PROCEDURE
1. PREAMBLE
The implementation ofa system of group representatives at Plant 3 ispert of 8 plan:
- to achieve continuous improvements inproductivity lindquality and
- to ensure that. by theend of 1995, the Plant is 8 worldclass automotive supplier.
2. TIlE STRUCTURE AND PROCESSES OF TIlE SYSTEM
2.1 The main structure of the system consists ofgroups, group representatives and a group c0-
ordinator.
2.2 Whilst the key proc:e$Ses are those ofco-ordination andcommunication.
3. TIlE STRUCTURE OF TIlE SYSTEM
3.1 GROUP FORMATION
Groups should produce. through co-operative operations and/or processes. measurable outputs
of work.
At the same time, the time taken forproduction (in terms ofman-hours or man-minutes) should
be recordable.
Groupmembers Ihou1d be able to influence both the quality and the nate of work output of
their group.
3.2 GROUP REPRESENTATIVES
3.2.1 Role lind func:tion
...12
Within g1OUpS. group represenlatives should co-ordin8U the production processes Wlth
• vjew toimprovmg productivjty and quality.
II
::
1
•!
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n,---------------------.-------;;----,II
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They should also focus on improving such aspects u safety, housekcepina and team
SPInt.
Outside ofgroups, they should
inform management ofthe strengths,weaknesses, opportunities and threats of
their respective groups and
inform themselves. above all, of productivity and quality standards.
3.2.2 Election
Group representatives may only consist of permanent hourly paid employees.
They should be chosen every two years by members oftheir respective groups.
Their fll'Ul! appointment should take place afta' the satisfactory completion ofa three
month probationmy period.
3.2.3 The responsibility allowance
A&r fmal appointment. group representatives will receive a responsibility allowance
ofRI.OO per hour.
This aJIOWIITlcc will be paid tothem from fmal appointment date to termination date.
The aJIOWInCC will be e3C81ated.
lInnually
by the same percentage Ind at the same time a the mnual neaotiaud wage •
increases for hourly paid permanent employees.
3.3.3 Termination
11 theend of his/her'ftIt of duty if he/she isnot reappointed or
on disquahfie:auon. pnor tothe end ofyec ofduty.
Disqualification may take place, at the discretionofPllnt m.h88t11~ for • variety of
reasons.
•l::
1
•!
t
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These reasons could include, among other
Incapabiliry of ensunngthat the group meets standards of productmry and
quality.
Failure to obey Company rules.
Refusal to be trained and/or educated; and
Incapability of accepting the requiredresponsibility.
3.3 ras GROUP CO-ORDINATOR
The groupco-ordinator should be responsible mainly for
Representing group representative interests to management and~emcnt interests
to group representatives.
Identifying training and/or education needs among group representatives.
Assisting group representatives identify training needs among their group members.
Summarising andprocessing key performance information on a daily basis.
Prepanuion ofrecognition awards.
Target setting and feedback.
The administration of lin employee suacstion system.
4. 11iE PROCESSESOFCQ-ORDINA1l0N N'ID COMMU~1CA1l0N
The above mentioned~ will be specified in I sep&nte memorandwn which will form lin
appendix to thismemorandum.
S. EFFECTIVE DATE
The effective date ofthe implementation of the system will be ISNovember 1993.
...14
A list of grouprepresentalive nameswill be posted at this date.
~
!I~I-----------------~----rr--
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